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Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against this Order
to the Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench
within three months from the date of its communication. The appeal must be
addressed to the Assistant Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate
Tribunal, 2nd Floor, Bahumali Bhavan, Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar,
Asarwa, Ahmedabad - 380004
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3. The Appeal should be filed in Form No. C.A.3. lt shall be signed by the persons
specified in sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, '1982. lt shall be
filed in quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the
order appealed against (one of which at least shall be certified copy). All supporting
documents of the appeal should be forwarded in quadruplicate.
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+. The Appeal including the statement of facts and the grounds of appeal shall be filed
in quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the
order appealed against (one of which at least shall be a certified copy.)
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The form of appeal shall be in English or Hindi and should be set forth concisely and
under distinct heads of the grounds of appeals without any argument or narrative
and such grounds should be numbered consecutively.
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6. The prescribed fee under the provisions of Section 1294 of the Customs Act, 1962
shall be paid through a crossed demand draft, in favour of the Assistant Registrar of
the Bench of the Tribunal, of a branch of any Nationalized Bank located at the place
where the Bench is situated and the demand draft shall be attached to the form of
appeal.
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7.

An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment of 7.5% of the
duty demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where
penalty alone is in dispute".
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The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp
as prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870.

Sub: Show Cause Notice F.No. Vlll/10-30/Pr.Commr/O&Fil2020-21 dahed28.03.2021 issued by
the Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad to: (1 ) M/s. Nahar Colours and Coating Pvt. Ltd., 2,
Survey No.154, Village- Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka- Vagra, Gujarat-394305 (Registered office
at NCCL House, G-1, 90-93, Sukher lndustrial Park, Udaipur-3'13004); and (2) Shri Rajkumar
Surana, Managing Director of M/s Nahar Colours and Coating Pvt Ltd, Regd. office:NCCl
House, G-1 , 90-93, Sukher lndustrial Park, Udaipur-313004.
2

M/s. Nahar Colours and Coating Pvt. Ltd., 2, Survey No.154, Village- Jolwa,
Dahej Road, Taluka- Vagra, Gujarat-394305 having registered office at NCCL House,
G-1, 90-93, Sukher lndustrial Park, Udaipur-313004 (lEC No. '1394003382) [hereinafter
referred to as 'M/s. Nahar' or 'the Noticee'for sake of brevityl imported goods declaring
as "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)" by classifying them under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.25280030 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and availing exemption from payment of
Basic Customs duty as per Sr.No.113 of Customs Notification No. 1212012-Cus dated
17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No.2Bl201s-Cus dated 30.04.20'15 and Sr.
130 of Customs Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017 for the period from
05.04.2016 to 30.06.2017 and from 01 .07.2017 to 11.01 .2021 , respectively.

2.

Based on an intelligence gathered which indicated that some importers were
importing processed Colemanite BzOr with different description under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.25280090 or 25280030 and wrongly claiming exemption as per Sr.No.130
of Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017 by mis-declaring the product as
Natural Bore Ore as exemption is available only to Boron Ore under said notification,
necessary details were verified from ICES regarding import of said item and one
consignment under Bill of Entry No. 6525531 dated 18.01.2020 of M/s. Nahar was
under process for clearance from |CD-Ankleshwar, Ankleshwar. Accordingly, the
Deputy Commissioner of Customs, ICD-Ankleshwar, Ankleshwar was requested to put
the consignment, declared under Bill of Entry No.6525531 dated 18.01.2020, on hold for
drawal of sample and further investigation.

3.

Accordingly, the officers of |CD-Ankleshwar, Ankleshwar withdrew representative
samples under panchnama dated 30.01.2020 in presence of two independent panchas,
Shri Ramdas Sonkusre, Sr. Executive, CONCOR, ICD-Ankleshwar and Shri Lakhan
Negi (G Card No.: G/l89/18), G-Card Holderof CHA Firm M/s.lndus Shipping Services,
from one of the containers bearing No.MSKU2457012 of Bill of Entry No.6525531 dated
18.01.2020. The sample drawn was sent to CRCL, Vadodara vide Test Memo No.
5412019-20 dated 31.01.2020 to ascertain following tesUparameter to confirm whether
the goods declared was Boron Ore or otherwise.

(t) whether the sample ls of goods which are found naturally on the earth or is
processed,
(ii) What is the nature & composition of the goods and whether their percentage is same
in which they occur naturally on eafth or at the time of extraction from the earth,
(iii) Whether the goods are processed using calcinations or enriched/concentrated by
using any other method and
(iv) Whether the goods are in crushed/grinded form i.e. derived from natural form
(v) lf description is incorrect then clarify the specific desciption of the goods.

4.

The Test report dated 05.02.2020 of sample submitted under Test Memo
No.54/2019-20 dated 31.01.2020 in respect of sample drawn under panchnama dated
30.01.2020 was received from CRCL, Vadodara which is reproduced here-under:
The sample is in the form of off white powder. lt is mainly composed of oxides of Boron &
ith siliceou s matter.
BzOa content
44.5 % by wt.
Cao content
24.5 % by wt.
Loss on drying at 105 degree Celslus = 1.11 %bywL
Loss on ignition at 900 degree Celslus = 24.3 % by wt.
Above analytical findings reveal that it is processed borate mineral (Colemanitel.
Calci u m alongw

=
=

5.

From above test report, it was noticed that the goods imported under said Bill of
Entry was processed Borate Mineral Colemanite and M/s Nahar wrongly claimed the
benefit of Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus 30.06.2017 with intention to evade
the Customs duty in respect of the consignment declared under Bill of Entry No.
6525531 dated 18.01.2020. Therefore, goods declared under above mentioned Bill of
Entry, totally weighing 240 MTS valued at Rs.85,96,4341 were seized vide panchnama
dated 06.02.2020 under Section 110(1) of the Customs Act, 1962 holding them liable to
confiscation under Section I 11(m) of the Customs Act, 1962. The same were
3

subsequently released provisionally by the competent authority on request of M/s Nahar
under the provisions of Section 110A of the Customs Act, 1962,

6.

The Noticee did not agree with the test report given by CRCL, Vadodara and
therefore requested the Joint Commissioner of Customs for retesting of the sample at
CRCL, New Delhi. Accordingly, on approval of the Joint Commissioner of Customs,
another set sample was sent to Central Revenue Control Laboratory, New Delhi vide
Test Memo No.1712019-20 dated 02.03.2020 with following test queries/parameters:

(i)

whether the sample is in form in which they are found naturally on the earth i.e. Natural

Colemanite,
What is the nature & composition of the goods and whether their percentage is same in which
they occur naturally on eafth or at the time of extraction from the eafth,
(iii) Whether the goods are in crushed/grinded form, i.e. derived from natural form,
(iv) Whether the goods are processed using calcinations or enriched/concentrated by using any
other method,
lv) Whether the goods were processed using any other physical or chemical process and
lvi) After processing, if any, whether the goods can still be defined as'Ore'.

(ii)

7.

The Joint Director, CRCL, New Delhi vide letter F.No.25-CuslC-4712019-20

dated 04.06.2020 submitted Re-Test report in respect of above mentioned Test Memo
which is reproduced hereunder:
"The sample is in the form of off white powder. lt is mainly composed of borates of calcium,
alongwith sl/lceous mafter and other assoclafed impurities like silica, iron, etc. lt is having
following propefties:
1. %o Moisture (105 degree C) by TGA
=0.82
2. yo Loss on ignition at (900 degree C) by TGA = 24.80
3. 95 B2O3 @ry Basis)
= 43.08
4. % Acid insoluble
= 5.34
5. XRD Pattern
=Concordant with Mineral Colemanite

On the basis of the test carried out here and available technical literature, the
sample is Mineral Colemanite- a Natural Calcium Borate (Commonly known as Boron
Ore)."

8.

The Joint Commissioner, SIIB, Customs, Surat vide letter F.No.Vlll/1401/SllB/Boron Ore/Raj Boraxl19-20 dated 16.06.2020 again requested the Head
Chemical Examiner, CRCL, New Delhi to send detailed report covering all the points of
test memo as the re-test report received from CRCL, New Delhi for all similar cases,
does not cover all q ueries/questionaries given in the Test memo. ln response to the said
letter, the Joint Director, CRCL, New Delhi vide letter F. No 25-Cus/C-40-4712019-20
dated 24.06.2020 submitted point wise reply which is reproduced as under:
" Point (,ll&Vl) sample is colemanite, a Natural Calcium Borate (Commonly known as Boron Ore
Point
The sample is in powder form (Crushed/Grinded)
Point
The sample is not calcined
Point
The sample is in the form of Colemanite Mineral"

(lll)
(lV)
(V)

9.

The Joint Commissioner, SllB, Customs, Surat vide letter F.No.Vlll/'14-01lSllB/
Boron Ore/Raj Bora></19-20 dated 01.07.2020 again requested the Head Chemical
Examiner, CRCL, New Delhi to clarify whether the sample was Boron Ore or Boron Ore

Concentrate

and what was the process through which the sample

was

enriched/concentrated with following queries/questionnaires:Points raised in the Test

Details mentioned
in Test Reports

Memo
Point I

The sample

Whether the samples were in

commonly known

form in which they are found
naturally on earth

as Boron Ore.

Point lV

Whether

Samples are not

the goods

are
processed using calcination
or enriched/ concentrated by
using any other method

is

calcined

I

Remarks
Since, the test report was not clear as to whether the
sample was Ore/Ore Concentrates the classification of
the product under Custom Tariff could not be decided.
The website of Etimaden (supplier of imported goods)
mentioned that BzOo contents of the Colemanite Ore
mined are 274/o lo 32o/o whereas the technical data
sheet of Ground Colemanite shows the B2O3 content
as 40%. Thus, there must be any process involved by
which the concentration of the product was increased

4

ttom 27-32o/o to 40%, i.e. it appears that the product is
enriched in concentrator plant to obtain concentraled

product. Copy of technical data sheet and print out
taken from website are enclosed.

9.1

ln response to above letter, the Joint Director, CRCL, New Delhi vide letter F.
No.25-Cus/C-404712019-20 dated 08.07.2020 had sent the para-wise reply, which is
re roduced as underPoints raised by you
Whether the samples were in
form in which they are found
naturally on earth

Remarks as per your letter
Since, the test report was not clear as to

whether

the

sample

was

Ore/Ore

of

the classification
the
product under Custom Tariff could not be

Concentrates
decided.

Comments

Natural Borates

and
Concentrates thereof (whether or

not calcined) was mentioned in
Custom Tariff. The sample is a
natural Calcium Borate, Mineral
Colemanite-

a

Natural Calcium

Borate (commonly known as
Boron Ore) was mentioned in the

Whether

the goods

are
processed using calcination
or enriched/ concentrated by
using any other method

The website of

report.

Etimaden(supplier of

imported goods) mentioned

that

BzO:

The sample under reference are
not undergone any process of

contents of the Colemanite Ore mined are
27o/o lo 32% whereas the technical data

calcination.

content as 40%. Thus, there must be
any process involved by which the
concentration of the product was increased
lrcm 27-32Va to 40%, i.e. it appears that the
producl is enriched in concenlrator plant to
obtain concentrated product. Copy of

procesF underqone, lt can give

sheet of Ground Colemanite shows the
B2O3

Laboratory Cannot comment

on lhe startino material

qnd

the final value of % B:Or.

technical data sheet and print out taken
from website are enclosed.

9.2

From the above and test report received from CRCL, Vadodara and CRCL, New
Delhi, it was found that the test report provided by CRCL, Vadodara in respect of
sample of Colemanite-44 imported by the Noticee confirmed that Colemanite-44 was
processed Borate Mineral Colemanite and found in powder form having B2O3 content as
44.5% and 43.08% by weight respectively. The re{est report provided by CRCL, Delhi
also confirmed the form of sample as powder which was crushed and grinded,
However, it failed to comment on the details of processes undertaken.

10.

Summons daied24.Q7.2020 and 18.08.2020 were issued to the Noticee to give
statement, to which Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee, vide
letter dated 24.08.2020, authorized Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi to give statement on
their behalf.

10.1

Statement dated 25.08.2020 of Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, Head of R & D and
Authorized Person of the Noticee recorded before the Superintendent of Customs
(SllB), Surat, is reproduced as under:Question No.1: Please explain in details the bus,ness activity of M/s Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt Ltd,
Unit No. 03, Dahej Road, Village-Jolwa, Dist- Bharuch?
Sir, M/s Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt Ltd, Unit No. 03, Dahej Road, Village-Jolwa, Dist- Bharuch
are engaged in manufacturing of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture commonly known as Frit. For production of our
final product we use feldspar, Calcite, Dolomite, Zinc, Zircon, Calcium Borate (Colemanite), Borax Penta
hydrate, Boric Acid, Alumina, China Clay, etc as primary raw material in a definite ratio as per our

Ans:

requirement. Out of the said mentioned raw material, we used to impod Zircon, Calcium Borate
(Colemanite), Borax Penta hydrate and Boric Acid.

Question No. 02i Please go through your answer to question no. 01 of this statement and state what
percentage of Calcium Borate (Colemanite), Borax Penta hydrate and Boric Acid are used as raw
material in production of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture (Frit)'
Answer:- Sir, I have gone through my answer to queslion no. 01 of this statement and I want to submit
that Calcium Borate (Colemanite), Borax Penta hydrate and Boric Acid are being taken into similar type of
use as melting agent in production of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture (Frit). We use any one or mixture of any two
or three of Calcium Borate (Colemanite), Borax Penta hydrate and Boic Acid. These raw materials are
used as such [purchased] without doing any process directly in definite ratio of 4ok to 6% in production of
frit as melting agent.

Question No.03i Please go through your answer to qaestion no. 02 of this statement and state the
name of supplier of Calcium Borate (Colemanite), Borax Penta hydrate and Boric Acid.

Answer:- :- Sir, I have gone through my answer to question no. 02 of this statement and I want to submit
that we used to impott Calcium Borate (Colemanite) from M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain and I also
want to submit that M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spa,n purchase the Calcium Borate from M/s Etimaden,
Turkey. I have along with my Director have visited the plant of M/s Maio Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain earlier
and after satisfying with the quality of Calcium Borate (Colemanite) and treatment mada at theh plant, we
have undergone in a contract with them and stafted import of Calcium Borate (Colemanite).
I also want to admit that Colemanite ( Calcium Borate) contains mainly 8203, Al2O3, CaO. K2O
and As2O3. The Colemanite-44 impofted by us contains 44yo of 8203.
We purchased Borax Penta Hydrate & Boric Acid from M/s Borochemie india Pvt Ltd (SEZ Unit),
Arshiya lnternational Limited- FTVO, Sai Village, Navi Mumbai.

Question No.04:- As you are head of R & D of M/s Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt Ltd, p/ease state what ls
definition of 'Ore'. Whether Ore can be used directly without any processing on it.
Answer:- Sir, in my view, a naturally deposited solid material/rock from which a metal or valuable mineral
can be extracted profitably is Ore. No, it cannot be used directly as such without processing. I also want
to submit that only powder form of Colemanite is required for manufacturing of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture
(Frit).

Question No.05:- lt is found that Calcium Borate (Colemanite-44) impofted by you is in form of white
powder. Please state that any ore can exist in powder form?
Answer:- Si, in ny view, any Ore naturally deposited in rock form. lt cannot be exists in powder form. I
accept that Calcium Borate (Colemanite-44) impoded by us is in form of white powder, it is due to ceftain
process undergone on it. Flow chaft of process undergone at plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain
are as under (Flow chaft provided by M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain is produced before you) :Concentrate Colemanito Ore ---+ Drying ---,Grinding & Air Classification (Separation of 75 micron) -Warehouse.
Ground Colemanjte Si/os -' Packing
I also want to admit that Colemanite (Calcium Borate) contains mainly B2Oj, Al2O3, CaO. K2O
and As2O3. The Colemanite-44 impofted by us contains 44 yo of 8203.

-

Question No,06:- Please go through your answer to question no. 03 of this statement wherein you have
stated that supplier of Colemanite-44, M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain purchase the Calcium Borate from
M/s Etimaden, Turkey. Please also go through the print out taken from website of M/s Etimaden
0lp.//wyy,Elinangrygyj@ wherein it is mentioned that The BzO3 content of the colemanite ore
mined from open quarry is between %27-%32". Please also go through the print out of'product technical
data sheet'of Colemanite (Calcium Borate) taken from website of M/s Etimaden and categorized at their
" The Ore is enriched in concentrator plant to
webslte as "Refined Product" wherein it is mentioned
obtain concentrated product." Please offer your comments.
Answer:- Sir, I have gone through my answer to question no. 03 of this statement wherein, I have stated
that supplier of Colemanite-44, M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spa,n purchase the Calcium Borate
(Colomanite) from M/s Etimadan, Turkey. I have also gone through the print out taken from website of M/s
" The Bzo{ontent of the
Etimaden (b!p://tuwy.E!)ag!9ru9!!@ wherein it is mentioned
colemanite ore mined from open quarry is between %27-32".
Fufther, I have gone through the print out of'product technical data sheet'of Colemanite
(Calcium Borate) taken from website of M/s Etimaden and categorized at their website as "Refined
Product" wherein it is mentioned that ' The Ore is enriched in concentrator plant to obtain concentrated

'

that

that

product."
From, the above discussed print out taken, it ls obvlous that the B2O3 content of the Colemanite
mined
from open quarry is between %27-%32 and Etimadan has enriched the said Ore of B2Oj
Ore
concentration (%27-%32) in concentrator plant to obtain concentrated product i.e. product with higher
percentage of 82O3.

Question No.07:- Please go through your answers to question no. 02, question no.05 (flow chaft of
process undergone at plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spam) & 07 of this statement and offer your
comments.

Answer:- Sir, I have gone through my answers lo question no. 02, question no. 05 (flow chaft of process
undergone at plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spaln, & 07 of this statement. I want to state fhal lt ls
obvious that BzO3 content of the Colemanite Ore mined from open quarry is between 9/o27-yo32 and
Etimaden has enriched the said Ore of B2O3 concentration (%27-%32) in concentrator plant to obtain
concentrated product i.e. product with higher percentage of BZO3. The concentrated product by M/s
Etimaden is fufther processed/concentrated at plant of M/s Maio Pilato Blat, s.a., Spa,n (as discussed by
flow chaft). After processing at plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain, we impoft the said product and
use it as melting agent in production of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixure (Frit)'without any processing on it.
Question No, 08i You have stated that Colemanite-44 (Calcium Borate) inported by you contains 44%o
of B2Oj and it is directly used as melting agent without any processing for production of 'Ceramic Glaze
Mixure (Frit)'. Please state that whether any process is required on Calcium Borate of concentration other
than 44yo before using it for production of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixure (Frit)'.
Answeri Sir, want to submit that we have impofted Colemanite (Calcium Borate) of concentration of
40% to 44% and no process is required before using it for production of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixure (Frit)'.
We only examined the percentage of Oxides present in Colemanite (Calcium Borate) and according to
variation in oxides present we use the quantiA ol Colemanite (Calcium Borate). lt means if it contains

I
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higher percentage of oxide we use less quantity of Colemanita (Calcium Borate) and if ft confalns /ess
percentage of oxides we need to use more quanw of Colemanite (Calcium Borate)

10.2 Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi,

Head, R & D, M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt
Ltd during his statement dated 25.08.2020 recorded under Section 1 08 of the Customs
Act, 1962, submitted flow chart of production of Ground Colemanite of supplier i.e. M/s.
Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain. Scanned image is reproduced hereinunder:-

ll

Morio Piloto Blot, s.o.
Flow Chart of Ground Colemanite production
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From, the above flow chart and as admitted by Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi
during statement dated 25.08.2020, it appeared that to obtain the imported goods i.e.
'Colemanite-44', the supplier namely M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain needed
"Concentrated Colemanite Ore", which was to be supplied by the manufacturer i.e.
M/s Etimaden, Turkey. Thus, it appeared that the concentrated product by M/s
Etimaden was further processed/concentrated at plant of supplier i.e. M/s Mario Pilato
Blat, S.A., Spain.

10.3 Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee submitted letter dated
29.08.2020 written in response to the summons dated 18.08.2020 and to give further
clarification to oral submission dated 25.08.2020 given by Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi
on his behalf, ln the letter Shri Rajkumar Surana questioned the source of the
literature of Etimaden which showed that "Ihe BzOs content of the Colemanite Ore
mined from open quarry was between %27-%32". However, he further added in the said
letter that:
"Our supplier buys the big lumps from Etimaden Turkey which is having B2O3 content in
the range of 44 - 46% and then process it and supply to us. We use it directly in our
7

furnace along with other minerals like silica sand, feldspar, dotomite, etc. Colemanite
(B2O) acts as fluxing agent as silica melts at 1800 degree Celsius and Colemanite
makes all melts stable at 1450 - 1 550 degree Celsius"

ln other words, Shri Rajkumar Surana vide his letter reiterated the facts given
by Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi that their supplier M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A, Spain
procure Concentrated Colemanite from M/s Etimaden, Turkey and process it further
before supplying it to them and they i.e., M/s Nahar use the imported material as such
without any further processing.

11. The various material and literature available on website especially of M/s
Etimaden, Turkey [producer of Ground Colemanite] in respect of Boron Ore,

Colemanite, Ground Colemanite, Ore and Ore Concentrates have been analysed and
outcome is discussed hereunder:

11.1.1 Thestudyof the details available on the official website of M/s Etimaden, Turkey
htt ://www. Etimaden, ov.tr/en in respect of mining of Colemanite, process undertaken
and sales, etc. has been made and it was noticed that M/s Etimaden was selling their
products by categorizing under two heads namely Refined Product and Final Product.
Ground Colemanite was one of the products listed under Refined Products. The Product
Technical Data Sheet of Ground Colemanite had also been found available on their
website which was downloaded and scanned images of relevant pages are reproduced
here-under for analysis:
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that the detairs were in d;;"a;;Ground
colemanite and the chemicar Name of Ground coremanite was
Di-carcium Hexaborate
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respectively to obtain milled product. lt is then packaged in a packaging unit and
ready for sale"

11.1.3 Thus, from the details available on Website of Etimaden as discussed
above, it was apparent that Ground Colemanite was a concentrated product of
Colemanite which contained BzO: 40+l- 0.50o/o and produced by enrichment of
Colemanite in Concentrator Plant. Thereafter, such Ground Concentrated product was
passed through crushing and grinding processes respectively to obtain milled product
and then it was packaged in a packaging unit, which became ready for sale.

11.1.4

The Boron Element and its major Boron Minerals, availability in Turkey
and it's uses have been described in detail on the website of Etimaden which described
that Boron minerals were natural compounds containing Boron oxide in different
proportions. The most important Boron minerals in commercial terms were, Tincal,
Colemanite, Kernite, Ulexite, Pandermite, Boracite, Szaybelite and Hydroboracite. The
main Boron minerals transformed by Etimaden were; Tincal, Colemanite and Ulexite.

11.1.5

Boron minerals were made valuable by Etimaden by using various mining
methods and were enriched by physical processes and converted into concentrated
Boron products. Subsequently, by refining and by transforming into highly efficient,
profitable and sustainable Boron products, it was used in many fields of industry
especially in glass, ceramics, agriculture, detergent and cleaning industries, etc.
Etimaden had currently 17 refined Boron products in its product portfolio. Primary
refined Boron products were; Etibor-48, Borax Decahydrate, Boric Acid, Etidol67,
Etibor-68 (Anhydrous Borax), Zinc Borate, Borax Pentahydrate, Boron Oxide, Ground
Colemanite and Ground Ulexite. The most abundant Boron minerals in Turkey in terms
of reserve were Tincal and Colemanite. ln the facilities in 4 Works Directorates under
Etimaden, mainly Borax Pentahydrate, Borax Decahydrate, Boric Acid, Etidot-67, Boron
Oxide, Zinc Borate, Calcine Tincal, Anhydrous Borax, Ground Colemanite and Ground
Ulexite were produced and supplied to domestic and international markets,

11.1.6

Etimaden also discussed in detail regarding availability, production,
quality and uses of Colemanite in their website which showed that Colemanite were
found in Emet, Bigadig and Kestelek deposits in Turkey, was mined by the experts of
Etimaden and went through the processes of enrichment grinding in hitech
concentrator facilities. After getting transformed into quality, sustained and innovative
products by the experts of Etimaden, Colemanite was used in many sectors.
Colemanite (2CaO.3BzOs.5H2O), which was a mineral-rich type of Boron, was
crystallized in mono clinical system. According to the Mohs Hardness Scale, its
hardness was 4-4.5 and its specific weight was 2.42 grlcm. The BzOg content of the
Colemanite ore mined from open quarry was between o/o27 -o/o32. For the purpose of
illustration the scanned image of page containing such details is reproduced as under:
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'l'l,.2 Thus, from details available on website of Etimaden in respect of mining of
Colemanite & production of Ground Colemanite and flow chart of production of
Colemnite-44 of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A, Spain as discussed at para 10.3, it was
very clear that:
1. Colemanite was one of most important Boron minerals in commercial terms
which were found in Emet, Bigadig and Kestelek deposits of Turkey and
mined by Etimaden,

2.

The B2O3 content of the Colemanite ore mrned from open quarry was
between 27%-32%, However, the line "BzOg content of the Colemanite ore
mined from open quarry is between o/o27 -o/o32" had been deleted from their
website after initiation of inquiry.

3.

Boron minerals i.e. Colemanite were made usable and valuable by Etimaden
by using various mining methods which were enriched by physical processes
and converted into concentrated Boron products.

4.

Mined Colemanite goes through the processes of enrichment grinding in hiconcentrated
Colemanite is produced. By this process the mined Colemanite Ore having
B2O3 ranging between 27%-32% had been enhanced to Colemanite Ore
Concentrate which was sold as Ground Colemanite having B2O3 40%.
Ground Colemanite was a concentrated product of Colemanite produced by
enrichment in concentrator plant.

tech concentrator facilities available with Etimaden and

5.

Thereafter such Ground Concentrated product was passed through crushing
and grinding processes respectively to obtain Ground Colemanite.
11

6. M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A, Spain purchased Ground Colemanite from
Etimaden, Turkey and processed it further before supplying them to the
Noticee.

12.

Discussion about Ore and Ore Concentrates: The various literatures available
on website in respect of Ore and Ore Concentrates have been studied and some of
them are discussed here-under:

12.1 Definition of Ore as per Petrology of Deposits:
Ore:_a metalliferous mineral, or aggregate mixed with gangue that can be mined
for a profit
Gangue: associated minerals in ore deposit that have little or no value

-

12.2 Definition of Ore as per Wikipedia:
Ore is natural rock or sediment that contains one or more valuable

minerals,
typically metals that can be mined, treated and sold at a profit. Ore is extracted from the
earth through mining and treated or refined, often via smelting, to extract the valuable
metals or minerals

12.3 Definition of Ore as per Merriam Webster:

l.

2.
12.4

a naturally occurring mineral containing a valuable constituent (such as metal)
for which it is mined and worked.
a source from which valuable matter is extracted.

Definition of Ore as per Dictionary.Com

a metal-bearing mineral or rock, or a native metal, that can be mined at a profit.
2 a mineral or natural product serving as a source of some nonmetallic substance,
as sulfur.
1

12.5 Definition of Ore as per Britanica:
a natural aggregation of one or more minerals that can be mined, processed, and
sold at a profit. An older definition restricted usage of the word ore to metallic mineral
deposits, but the term has expanded in some instances to include non-metallic.

12.6 Definition of Ore Concentrate

as per WikiBedia:
Ore concentrate, dressed ore or simply concentrate is the product generally
produced by metal ore mines. The raw ore
usually ground finely in
various comminution operations and gangue (waste) is removed, thus concentrating the
metal component.0

is

13.

The terms 'Ores' and 'Concentrates' have been defined in the Explanatory Notes
of Chapter 26 of the HSN which defined that the term 'Ore' applies to metalliferous
minerals associated with the substances in which they occur and with which they are

extracted from

the mine; it also applies to native metals in their gangue

(e.9.
metalliferous sands"). The term 'concentrates' applies to Ores which have had part or all

of the foreign matter removed by special treatments, either because such foreign matter
might hamper subsequent metallurgical operations or with a view to economical
transport".

The definitions of Ore and Ore Concentrate discussed above showed that the
"Ore"
term
was a naturally occurring raw and native mineral which was produced by
mines and contained various foreign material and impurities. Ore was extracted from
the earth through mining and treated or refined to extract the valuable metals or
minerals. The "Ore Concentrate" is dressed ore obtained by passing through the
physical or physic-chemical operation viz cleaning, washing, drying, separation,
crushing, grinding, etc. Natural Ore which were extracted from the mines though might
have predominance of a particular mineral but do not consist of any particular mineral
alone. lt is a naturally occurring raw and native mineral which is produced by mines and
contains various foreign material, impurities and other substances and not suitable for
further operations. Ore was extracted from the earth through mining and treated
r2

or refined to extract the valuable metals or minerals. The "Concentrate" was the form or
Ores from which part or all of the foreign matters have been removed and obtained by
passing through the physical or physic-chemical operation viz cleaning, washing, drying,
separation, crushing, grinding, etc. Therefore, it appeared from the above that Natural
Ore consisted of various minerals and other minerals and substances and therefore as
such it cannot be directly used for any further manufacturing. Whereas concentrate is
form, from which part or all of the foreign matters have been removed.

14.

From the data available in EDI system of Customs, it was noticed that the
Noticee was importing "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)" from Spain, supplied by M/s. Mario
Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain by classifying under Chapter Tariff Heading No.25280030 of the
Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and by availing exemption from payment of Basic Customs
duty as per Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 by
declaring 'Colemanite44' as Boron Ore and before this notification they were availing
exemption from payment of Basic Customs Duty as per Sr.No.113 of Customs
Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No
2812015-Cus dated 30.04.2015. The details of "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)" imported by
the Noticee and cleared under jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Customs,
Ahmedabad from April, 2016 was prepared and attached as Annexure-N1, N2, N3,
A/4 and A/5 for Financial year 2016-17 , 2017 -18, 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 [Up to
11.01 .20211respectively to the Show Cause Notice.

15.

From the data available in EDI system of Customs, it was noticed that the
Noticee classified Boron Ore (Colemanite-44) under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.25280030 of Customs Tariff Act, 1975. The Chapter Tariff Heading No.25280030 of
Customs Tariff Act, 1975 under which M/s Nahar declared the goods i.e. "Boron Ore
(Colemanite44)" is reproduced as under:Chapter
Head
2528

I

Rafe

Description

Unit

of
duty

NATURAL BORATES AND CONCENTRATES THEREOF
(WHETHER OR NOT CALCINED), BUT NOT INCLUDING

BORATES PREPARED FROM NATURAL BRINE; NATURAL
BORIC ACID CONTAINING NOT MORE THAN 85% OF H3
BO3 CALCULATED ON THE DRY WEIGHT
252800
Natural borates and concentrates thereof (Whether or not
calcined), but not including borates separated from natural
brine; natural boric acid containing not more than 85 % of H3
BO3 calculated on the dry weight
25280010 Natural Sodium Borates and Concentrates Thereof (Whether or
not Calcined)
25284020 Natural boric acid containing not more than 85% of H3 BO3 (
calculated on the dry weiqht )
25280030 Natural calcium borates and concentrates thereof (whether
or not calcined)
25280090 Others

I

KG

lOo/o

KG

10o/o
I

KG
KG

10%

|

100/o

16.

During investigation of a similar enquiry by D.R.l., Surat in respect of import of
'ULEXITE' described as "ULEXITE BORON ORE" manufactured by same producer M/s
Etimaden, Turkey and supplied through trader M/s Asian Agro Chemicals
Corporation, UAE, it was found that said product i.e., "ULEXITE" is a concentrated
product of Natural Boron Ore. The said investigation in respect of import of "ULEXITE"
described as "ULEXITE BORON ORE" by Mis lndo Borax and Chemicals Ltd, 302, Link
Rose Building, Linking Road, Near Kotak Mahindra Bank, Santacruz West, Maharashtra
has been completed and Show Cause Notice no. DRI/AZUiSRU-06/2020/lndo-Borax
dated 1611212020 was issued. M/s Pegasus Customs House Agency Pvt. Ltd., CHA of
M/s lndo Borax and Chemicals Ltd vide letter dated 03.07 .2020 submitted the copies of
import documents of M/s lndo Borax which included the test report of 'ULEXITE'
supplied by M/s Etimaden, Turkey showing the description of the goods supplied as:"Ulexite, Concentrated, Granular, ln Bulk

3

125mm"
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The Show Cause Notice issued by DRI also mentioned that the test report of the
consignment imported as 'ULEXITE BORON ORE' was also obtained and as per Test
Report of Chemical Examiner, Grade-|, Central Excise & Customs Laboratory, Vadodara,

all such imported items were 'processed mineral Ulexite' (RUD-06 of the Show Cause
Notice No.DRl/AZUlSRU-06/2020/lndo-Borax dated 1611212020). lt is pertinent to
mention here that as per the literature available at site of M/s Etimaden, ULEXITE

Granular

was a refined product having lesser

concentration

of

BzOs

i.e., 30% in comparison to their product "Ground Colemanite" which was having minimum
concentration of B2O3 al 40o/o. Hence, it was clear that "Ground Colemanite" and
"Colemanite-44" which was derived by processing of Ground Colemanite was more
refined and concentrated product and the test report of the producer in case of
'ULEXITE' declared it as concentrated product and the presence of higher %age of B2O3
made it more concentrate. However, no such test report of the producer M/s Etimaden
has been disclosed by the importer M/s Nahar in present case also through e-sanchit
portal/customs department.

17.

The Union Government, after assessing the practice of declaring Concentrate of
Boron ore as 'Boron Ore', has withdrawn the exemption given to'Boron Ore'and now
Sr.No.'130 of Notification No.50/2017-Customs is amended to prescribe rale of 2.5o/o
Basic Customs Duty(BCD) on all goods under Chapter Tariff Heading No.2528. As a
result, Boron Ore and Concentrate would uniformly attract BCD at a uniform rate of
2.5%. [Sr. No.12 of Notification No.0212021-Customs dated 1st February, 2021]

18.

In view of the discussions in the aforesaid paras, it appeared that the Noticee
were engaged in import of "Colemanite-44" and the same was directly used as melting
agent without any processing for production of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture (Frit)'. The said
product was imported from Spain, supplied by M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain and
the basic raw material i.e. 'Concentrated Colemanite Ore'was procured by the supplier
i.e. M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain from the producer i.e. M/s. Etimaden, Turkey for
further processing to obtain end product i.e. "Colemanite-44". M/s Nahar classified
'Colemanite-44' under Chapter Tariff Heading No.25280030 of the Customs Tariff Act,
1975 by declaring it as Natural Boron Ore and availed exemption from payment of Basic
Customs duty as per Sr.1'13 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012
as amended vide Notification No.2Bl201S-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.130 of Customs
Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 for the period from 05.04.2016 to 30.06.2017
and 01 .07.2017 lo 11.01.2021 respectively.

18.1

ln view of the above discussions, it also appeared that the Noticee imported

Colemanite-44 and directly used it as melting agent without any processing for production
of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture (Frit)'which was revealed by Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi,
Head, R & D of the Noticee in his statement dated 25.08.2020 and affirmed by Shri
Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee vide his letter dated 29.08.2020.

18.2

ln view of the above discussions, it further appeared that the term ''Ore" was a
naturally occurring raw and native mineral which was produced by mines and contain

various foreign material and impurities. Ore was extracted from the earth
through mining and treated or refined to extract the valuable metals or minerals. The
"Ore Concentrate" was dressed Ore obtained by passing through the physical or physicchemical operation viz cleaning, washing, drying, separation, crushing, grinding, etc.
Natural Ore which was extracted from the mines though might have predominance of a
particular mineral but do not consist of any particular mineral alone. lt was a naturally
occurring raw and native mineral which was produced by mines and contains various
foreign material, impurities and other substances and as such not suitable for further
operations. Ore was extracted from the earth through mining and treated or refined to
extract the valuable metals or minerals to make it usable. The "Concentrate" was the
form or Ores from which part or all of the foreign matters have been removed and
obtained by passing through the physical or physic-chemical operation viz cleaning,
washing, drying, separation, crushing, grinding, etc. Therefore, it appeared from the
above that Natural Ore consisted of various minerals and other minerals and
substances and therefore as such it could not be directly used for any further
1,4

manufacturing. Whereas concentrate was form, from which part or all of the foreign
matters had been removed.

18.3 ln view of the discussions in aforesaid paras and details available on website of
Etimaden, Turkey, it appeared that Colemanite was one of most important Boron
minerals in commercial terms which was found in Emet, Bigadig and Kestelek deposits
of Turkey and mined by Etimaden. The BzOg content of the Colemanite Ore mined by
Etimaden from open quarry was between 27 o/o-32o/o. Boron minerals i.e. Colemanite
were made usable and valuable by Etimaden by using various mining methods which
were enriched by physical processes and converted into concentrated Boron products.
Mined Colemanite went through the processes of enrichment and grinding in hitech
concentrator facilities available with Etimaden and by this process concentrated
Colemanite was produced. Further, by this process the mined Colemanite Ore having
BzO: ranging between 27o/o-32o/o has been enhanced to produce Colemanite Ore
Concentrate. The concentrated product by M/s. Etimaden, Turkey was further
processed/concentrated at plant of M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain to obtain product
"Colemanite-44". The content of B2O3 has also been confirmed as 44.5o/o and 43.08 %
by CRCL, Vadodara and CRCL, New Delhi respectively. Thus, Colemanite-44 is a
processediconcentrated product
Colemanite, obtained from processing of
Concentrated Colemanite Ore, supplied by M/s. Etimaden, Turkey by enrichment in
Concentrator Plant and packed in bag and sold in powder form. Thus, Colemanite-44
processed by M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain is'Ore Concentrate' i.e. Concentrates
of Natural Calcium Borates.

of

18.4 lt also appeared

from the above discussion at para 16 that if the producer's test
report (for their product 'ULEXITE) described their product of lesser concentration as
'concentrated', then the test reports which were being supplied by M/s Etimaden with its
all consignments and production flow chart of supplier i.e. M/s. Mario Pilato S.A., Spain
showing receipt of 'Concentrated Colemanite Ore'as basic raw material for production of
product "Colemanite-44", have not been disclosed to the Customs Department with intent
to claim the consignment as 'Natural Boron Ore'for availing the exemption benefits under
Sr. No.113 of the Notification No.12l2012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended (upto
30.06.2017) and Sr.No. 130 of the Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017 (from
01.07.2017 onwards)

18.5 lt appeared that as per Sr.113 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated
17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No.28l201S-Cus dated 30.04.20'15 and
Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No. 50/2017 dated 30.06.2017, the NIL rate of Basic
Customs Duty was prescribed on the goods i.e. Boron Ore falling under Chapter Heading
2528oI CustomsTariff Act, 1975. FromtheChapterHeading252Eollhe CustomsTariff
Act, 1975 it was noticed that Natural Borates and Concentrates thereof fall under the said
Chapter Heading. Thus, from simultaneous reading of Sr.No.113 of Customs Notiflcation
No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No. 2Bl201S-Cus dated
30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 and
corresponding description of goods, it was noticed that exemption had been given only to
Boron Ore not to Concentrate of Boron Ore.

18.6 lt further appeared that Colemanite-44 imported under Bill of Entry No. 6525531
dated 18.01.2020, totally weighing 240 MTS valued at Rs. 85,96,434/- had been seized
under Section 1 10(1 ) of the Customs Act, 1 962 being liable for confiscation under
Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, '1962 which was subsequently released
provisionally by the competent authority on request of M/s Nahar under provisions of
Section 1 10A of the Customs Act, '1962.
18.7 lt also appeared that the Noticee imported 'Colemanite-44' by declaring it as
Boron Ore and cleared under Jurisdiction of the Customs Commissionerate of
Ahmedabad from April, 2016 onwards. The Bills of Entry filed by the Noticee for the
period from 05.04.2016 lo 10.12.2019 had been assessed finally, After initiation of
inquiry, the Bills of Entry filed by the Noticee have been assessed provisionally and they
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paid Basic Customs duty @ 5% as per Sr.No.120 of Notification No.50/2017 dated
30.06.2017.

19.

lt appeared that the imported goods declared as "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)" by

the Noticee appeared to be a Concentrate of Natural Calcium Borate, however the
Noticee had mis-declared the description as "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)" instead of
"Concentrates of Natural Calcium Borate " ot "Concentrates of Boron Ore" and wrongly
claimed and availed the benefit of exemption knowingly and deliberately with intention
to evade Customs Duty as per Sr.No.113 of Customs Notification No.12l2012-Cus
dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No.28l201S-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and
Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 for the period from
05.04.2016 to 30.06.2017 and 01 .07.2017 lo 11.01 .2021 respectively by declaring
Colemanite-44 as Boron Ore as the exemption was available only to Boron Ore,
knowingly and deliberately with intention to evade Customs duty amounting to
Rs.5,16,4'1,838/- as detailed in Annexures N1, N2, N3, N4, A/5 and consolidated in
Annexure- A/6 for the period 2016-17,2017-18,2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 [up to
11.01 .20211 respectively. The fact that'Colemanite-44' imported by them were in fact
'Concentrate of Natural Calcium Borate' was clearly evident from the process and
literature discussed by Etimaden on their website in respect of Ground Colemanite
wherein they have clearly stated that after mining from open query, enrichment in
concentrator plant has been done and content of BzOg had been enhanced from 27 o/o32% to make it usable and after passing through crushing and grinding processes were
packed and sold in Powder form which was also evident from the production flow chart
of supplier i.e. M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A. Spain. Therefore, the Noticee despite
knowing that the goods imported by them by declaring as Boron Ore were in fact Ore
Concentrate, wrongly claimed and availed the benefit of the above mentioned
notification which was available only to Boron Ore. By the aforesaid acts of willful misstatement and suppression of facts, M/s.Nahar had short-paid the applicable Customs
Duty and other allied duties/taxes by way of deliberate mis-representation, willful misstatement and suppression of facts in order to evade the differential Duty leading to
Revenue loss to the Government exchequer. It appeared that it was not the case where
the importer/Noticee was not aware of the nature and appropriate classification of
goods. However, the importer/Noticee had willfully mis-declared the description to
evade payment of Custom Duty by self-assessing the same, claiming the benefit of
Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 (Serial No. 130), paying NIL BCD,
as the said goods appeared to be 'Concentrates of Natural Borate' instead of 'Natural
Boron Ore'. Hence, the provisions of Section 2B@) of the Customs Act, 1962 for
invoking extended period to demand the evaded Duty was clearly attracted in this case.
The differential Duties on imports are liable to be demanded and recovered from them
under Section 2B(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 along with applicable interest under
Section 2BAA of the Customs Act, 1962.

20.

Section 1 14A of the Customs Act, 1 962 provides for imposition of penalty
equivalent to the Customs Duty in cases where the Duty has not been levied or has
been short levied by reason of collusion or any willful mis-statement or suppression of
facts. ln this case, the mis-declaration of description of the imported goods was
intentionally made and therefore, the importer/Noticee also appeared liable to penalty
under Section 114A of the Customs Act as short payment of Duty was on account of
idue to reason of willful mis-statement or suppression of facts on the part of importer.
The importer/Noticee also appeared liable for penalty under Section 114AA of the
Customs Act, 1962 as test report of the producer M/s Etimaden or flow chart of the
supplier M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain have not been disclosed by M/s Nahar
through e-sanchit portal of the department with intent to wrongly avail exemption from
payment of Customs Duties.

21.

The Noticee have imported 26114.2 MTS totally valued at Rs.92,57,19,562/- of
Boron Ore Concentrate and wrongly claimed and availed the benefit of exemption from
payment of Customs Duty as per Sr.No.113 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus
dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No.28l2015-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and
Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No.50i2017 dated 30.06.2017 for the period from
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05.04.2016 to 30.06.2017 and 01.07.2017 to 11.01.2021 respectively by declaring
Colemanite-44 as Boron Ore as the exemption was available only to Boron Ore. Out of
sald goods, goods totally weighing 240 MTS totally valued at Rs. 85,96,4341 imported
under Bill of Entry No.6525531 dated 18.01.2020 had been seized, being liable for
confiscation under Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962, which was subsequently
released provisionally by the competent authority. Further, balance goods weighing
25874.2 MTS totally valued at Rs. 91,71,23,128l- which were not available for seizure
had been imported in contravention of the provisions of Section 46(4) of the Customs
Act, 1962. For these contraventions and violations, the total goods fall under the ambit
of smuggled goods within the meaning of Section 2(39) of the Customs Act, 1962 and
hence appeared liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section 11 1(m) of the
Customs Act, 1962 in as much as by wrongly claiming and availing the benefit of
Sr. No. 1 1 3 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17 .03.2012 as amended vide
Notification No 28i201S-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification
No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017, the importer/Noticee had wrongly claimed the goods
imported to be Ores and is therefore liable for penalty under Section 112(a) & (b) of the
said Act for such acts of contravention.

22.

Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of M/s Nahar Colours and Coating
Pvt Ltd was responsible for import and he knowingly with intention to evade Customs
Duty wrongly claimed and availed the benefit of exemption from payment of Customs
Duty as per Sr. No.113 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012, as
amended vide Notification No.28/20'15-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of
Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 and Shri Rajkumar Surana,
Managing Director of the Noticee contravened the provisions of the Customs Act and
failed to comply with the provisions of the Customs Act thereby rendering himself liable
for penalty under Section 112(a) & (b), Section 114AA and Section 117 of the Customs
Act, 1962

23.

Therefore, a Show Cause Notice F,No.Vlll/'10-30/Pr.Commr/O&A,/2020-21 daled
28.03.2021 was issued wherein the Noticee was called upon to Show Cause as to why:

(i)

The exemption of Basic Customs Duty (BCD) under (i) Notification

(ii)

Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs. 5,16,41,838/- (Rupees Five
Crore Sixteen Lakhs Forty One Thousand Eight Hundred Thirty Eight
Only) as detailed in Annexures N1, N2, N3, N4, A/5 and Consolidated at
Annexure- A/6 to the Show Cause Notice, leviable on Boron Ore
Concentrate imported by declaring as Boron Ore should not be demanded
and recovered from them under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962;
The goods having assessable value of Rs. 92,57,19,5621- imported by
wrongly claiming as Boron Ore as detailed in Annexures N1, N2, A/3, A/4 &
A,/5 to the Show Cause Notice should not be held as liable to confiscation

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vli)
(viii)

(ix)

No.
1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012, as amended (Sr.No.113) (till 30.06.2017) and
(ii) Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017, as amended (Sr. No. 130)
(01.07.2017 onwards) should not be disallowed;

under Section 11 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962;
lnterest should not be recovered from them on the differential Customs Duty
as at (ii) above, under Section 28AA of the Customs Act,1962;
As the goods placed under seizure were released provisionally on execution
of a Bond for Rs.85,96,4341- and a security of Rs.15,21,999/, why the Bond
should not be enforced and the security furnished should not be appropriated
towards the value of the goods;
Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 112(a) & (b) of the
Customs Act, 1962;
Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 114A of the Customs
Act, 1962;
Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 114AA of the Customs
Act,1962;
Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 1 17 of the Customs
Act,1 962;
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(x)

Protest lodged by them should not be vacated and Customs Duty of
Rs.1,22,05,'123l- (Rs. One Crore Twenty Two Lakhs Five Thousand One
Hundred Twenty Three only) paid under protest towards their differential
Duty Iiability should not be adjusted against their total differential Duty
liabilities;

23.1 Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee was also called upon
to show cause as to why penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 112(a) &
(b), Section 114AAand Section 117 of lhe CustomsAct, 1962.
DEFENCE:

24. The Noticee furnished their written defence reply dated 30.04.2021 wherein
they have stated that the present reply was being filed on behalf of the Company as
well as their Managing Director, Shri Rajkumar Surana and contended as under:
F

The Noticee have given the factual background of the case(as described in the
Show Cause Notice) and have stated that despite the test report of CRCL, Delhi
clearly stating that the imported goods are 'Boron Ore', the present Show Cause
Notice seeks to deny the exemption given under Sr.No.113 of Notification
No.1212Q12-Cus and Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus, which
specifically cover 'Boron Ore', demanding Duty of Rs.5,16,41,8381 by invoking
the larger period of limitation under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 and
proposed confiscation of the said goods under Sectionl 1 1(m) and imposition of
penalty under Section 112(a), Section 114A, Section 114AA and Section 117 of
the Customs Act, 1962.

)

Some of the Bills of Entry were assessed by the 'proper officer of Customs'who
accepted the said claim for exemption and allowed clearance with the benefit of
the said exemption. ln respect of the self-assessed Bills of Entry, the proper
officer of Customs did not disagree with our claim for the said exemption and the
goods were allowed clearance with the benefit of the said exemption.

)

The Show Cause Notice, in Para 18, proceeds on the premise that the exemption
under Sr. No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr. No.130 of Notification
No.50/2017-Cus is confined and restricted only to "Natural Ore" i.e. naturally
occurring raw and native mineral as obtained from the mines and containing
various foreign material, impurities and other substances and if, after extracting
such Natural Ore from the mines, it is subjected to physical processes of
removing the foreign material, impurities and other substances, it ceases to be
"Natural Ore" and becomes "Concentrated Ore' and that such Concentrated Ore
is not covered by the said Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr.
No.1 30 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus.

)

lt was contended in the Show Cause Notice, that it appeared from the website of
Etimaden, Turkey, who are the owners of the mines from which the goods in the
present case were extracted and supplied to the foreign supplier from whom they
imported the goods, that the mineral Ground Colemanite when extracted from the
mines contains 27o/o to 32ok BzOr and that after extraction from the mines, it was
subjected to physical processes of concentration, whereby the foreign material,
impurities and other substances were removed and consequently percentage of
BzOr in the Ore increases to around 40%; that on that basis it was contended
that the goods imported by them were "Concentrated Boron Ore" and not
"Natural Boron Ore' in the very condition in which it existed when mined; that it
was contended that since the imported goods were not "Natural Boron Ore' in the
very condition in which it existed when mined with foreign particles, impurities
and other substances, but were "Concentrated Ore" obtained by removing the
foreign particles, impurities and other substances by physical processes, the
same were not covered by Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus and
Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus.
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)

ln other words, the case in the Show Cause Notice was that the exemption to
"Boron Ores" under Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr.No.130 of
Notification No.50/2017-Cus was available only if the Boron Ore was imported
with the foreign particles, impurities and other substances contained in it when
extracted from the mine and the exemption was not available if the Boron Ore
was imported after removing the foreign particles, impurities and other
substances by physical processes.

)

On the basis of the above contentions, the Show Cause Notice had sought to
deny the said exemption to the Boron Ore imported by them and demanded
differential Duty by invoking the larger period of limitation under Section 28(4) ot
the Customs Act 1962; that the said Notice had contended that the said goods
were liable to confiscation under Section 1 I 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 and
they were liable to penalty under Section 112(a) & (b), Section 114A, Section
1 14AA and Section 1 1 7of the Customs Act,1 962.

i

lt was submitted that the contentions raised in the Show Cause Notice were
thoroughly misconceived and totally unsustainable in law as explained
hereinafter.

>

CRCL Test Report relied upon in the Show Cause Notice clearly established that
the imported goods were "Boron Ore" and therefore covered under Sr. No.'1 13 of
Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr.No.130 of Notification No. 50/2017-Cus.

i

Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr.No.130 of Notification
No.50/2017-Cus, both granted exemption from basic Customs Duty to "Boron
Ores" falling under Customs Tariff Heading 2528. Therefore, the only two
questions which had to be answered were whether the imported goods fall under
Customs Tariff Heading 2528 and whether the imported goods were a "Boron
Sr.No.113

of

Ore".

F

As regards the first question, whether the imported goods fall under Customs
Tariff Heading 2528, it was not disputed in the Show Cause Notice that the
goods were classifiable under Headrng 2528; that since the goods are
classifiable under Heading 2528 the first requirement of both the Sr. Nos. is
satisfied.

F

As regards the second question, whether the imported goods were "Boron Ore",
they submitted that the very evidence relied upon in the Show Cause Notice,
namely, the Test Report of CRCL, New Delhi, establishes that the imported
goods were "Boron Ore". The Test report dated 04.06.2020 of CRCL, New Delhi
states that on the basis of the test carried out by CRCL and the available
technical literature, the sample was "Mineral Colemanite- a Natural Calcium
Borate (commonly known as Boron Ore). The CRCL, New Delhi had by letters
daled 24-6-2020 and 8-7-2020 addressed to Joint Commissioner, SllB, in
response to the letters of SllB, reiterated that the sample was "Mineral
Colemanite- a Natural Calcium Borate (commonly known as Boron Ore)" and that
the same was not calcined. Therefore, the very evidence relied upon in the Show
Cause Notice in the form of Test Report of CRCL, New Delhi, established that
the imported goods were "Boron Ore" and consequently the second requirement
of the said Sr.Nos.1 1 3 and 1 30 that the imported goods must answer the
description "Boron Ores" given in the said Sr.Nos. was also satisfied.

i

Since, undisputedly the goods imported by them fall under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.2528 and since as per the Test Report of the CRCL, New Delhi the
imported goods were "Boron Ore", both the requirements of the said Sr.Nos.'1 13
and 1 30 of Notifications Nos.1212012-Cus and 50/2017-Cus respectively were
satisfied and therefore the goods were eligible to the Duty exemption thereunder.
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)

When the very evidence relied upon in the Show Cause Notice, namely, the Test
Report of CRCL, New Delhi, an expert body, had reported on the basis of test
that the imported goods were "Boron Ore", it cannot be contended, contrary to
the said Test report, that the goods do not answer the description "Boron Ores"
appearing in the said Sr.Nos.'l 13 and 130 of the exemption Notifications
Nos.1212012-Cus and 50/2017-Cus respectively. ln support of the submission
that the Department cannot contend contrary to the Test Report of the CRCL,
New Delhi, which was an expert body, they placed reliance on the following
judgments:
H.P.L. Chemicals Ltd Vs CCE.2006 (197) ELT 324
Orient Ceramics &/nds Ltd Vs CC - 2008 (226) ELT 483 (SC).

)

The reliance placed in the Show Cause Notice on Test report dated 5.2.2020 of
CRCL, Vadodara to contend that the goods are processed Borate mineral
Colemanite is totally untenable in law. Firstly the said Test Report does not
specify the alleged processes to which the Boron Ore has been subjected nor
does it specify the basis on which it is concluded that the goods are processed.
Secondly, when the Test Report of CRCL, New Delhi, which is the higher
authority, specifically finds that the goods are not calcined and are Natural
Mineral commonly known as Boron Ore, no reliance can be placed on Test
Report dated 5.2.2020 of CRCL, Vadodara.

)

The Show Cause Notice, in Para 18, proceeds on the totally erroneous premise
that the exemption under Sr.No.113 of Notification No.12120'12-Cus and
Sr.No.'130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus was confined and restricted only to
"Natural Ore" i.e. naturally occurring raw and native mineral as obtained from the
mines and containing various foreign material, impurities and other substances;
that if, after extracting such Natural Ore from the mines, it was subjected to
physical processes of removing the foreign material, impurities and other
substances, it ceased to be "Natural Ore" and became "Concentrated Ore' and
that such Concentrated Ore was not covered by the said Sr.No.113 of
Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr. No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus; that
the Show Cause Notice proceeded on the basis that since the goods imported by
them had been subjected to physical processes of removing the foreign material,
impurities and other substances, the same were Concentrated Ore and therefore
not covered by the said Sr. Nos.1 1 3 and 130.

!

The aforesaid contentions raised in the Show Cause Notice were

F

By contending that the expression "Boron Ores" appearing in the said Sr. Nos.
1'13 and 130, must be confined and restricted to Natural Boron Ores i.e. Ore in
the state and condition in which it was mined without removing the impurities/
foreign particles, the Show Cause Notice was reading into the Notification
additional words and conditions which were absent in the Notification; that it was
settled law as laid down in the following judgments that it was not permissible to

totally
perusal
misconceived as a bare
of the said Sr.Nos.113 and 130 of Notifications
Nos.1212012-Cus and 50/2017-Cus respectively, would show that they cover
"Boron Ores" without any qualification. There was no restriction or condition in
the said Notifications that the Boron Ore should be in the state or condition in
which it was mined i.e. with foreign particles, impurities and other substances,
nor was there any stipulation in the said Notifications that if the Boron Ore was
imported after removing the foreign particles, impurities and other substances, it
would not be entitled to the exemption. Therefore, the presumption in the Show
Cause Notice that the exemption to "Boron Ores" under Sr.No.113 of Notification
No.1212012-Cus and Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus was available
only if the Boron Ore was imported with the foreign particles, impurities and other
substances contained in it when extracted from the mine and that the exemption
was not available if the Boron Ore was imported after removing the foreign
particles, impurities and other substances by physical processes, was totally
baseless and untenable in law.
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read into the Notification, any additional words or conditions/ restrictions which
were not stipulated in the Notification:
lnter Continental (ndia) Vs UOI - 2003 (154) ELT 37 (Guj)
Affirmed in UOI Vs lnter Continental (lndia) - 2008 (226) ELT 16 (SC)
KantilalManilal& Co Vs CC - 2004 (173) ELT 35.

)

The contention in the Show Cause Notice that the exemption under the said Sr.
Nos.113 and 130 of Notifications Nos.1212012-Cus and 50/20'17-Cus was
confined to Natural Boron Ore i.e. the Ore in the condition in which it was mined,
has ignored and disregarded the fact that with effect from 'l"t March 2005, the
entry "Natural Boron 9re" in the earlier exemption Notifications has been
replaced by the entry "Boron Ores". The Notifications prior to 1't March 2005,
viz. Notification No.23l98-Cus (Sr. No.20), Notification No.20/99-Cus (Sr. No.22),
Notification No.16/2000-Cus (Sr. No.50), Notification No.1712001-Cus (Sr. No.54)
and Notification No.21l2000-Cus (Sr. No.57), all used the expression "Natural
Boron Ore". However, with effect from 1tt March 2005, by amending Notification
No.11/2005-Cus, the expression "Natural Boron Ore" was replaced by the
expression "Boron Ores". Thus, the word Natural which qualified Boron Ore in
the Notifications in force prior to l"tMarch 2005 was consciously dropped by the
amending Notification 11l2005-Cus and subsequent Notifications Nos.1212012Cus and 50/2017-Cus and the singular Ore was made into plural Ores. lt was
thus clear that with effect from 1"t March 2005, the exemption was available to all
types of Boron Ores and was not restricted or confined to only Natural Boron Ore
i.e Ore in the condition in which it was mined. The Show Cause Notice was
committing the error of reading the word Natural before Boron, which in fact had
been consciously dropped from the Notifications with effect from 1"t March 2005
and of converting the plural "Boron Ores" which covered all types of Boron Ores
into Singular "Natural Boron Ore". When the legislature had with effect from 1"t
March 2005, replaced the expression "Natural Boron Ore" by the expression
"Boron Ores", the Show Cause Notice was committing the error of contending
exactly the opposite by changing the language of the Notifications from "Boron
Ores" to "Natural Boron Ore". This was totally impermissible in law.

)

The scope of the term "Ore" appearing in the Tariff had been examined by the
Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Minerals & Metals Trading Corporation
of lndia Vs UOI & ors-1983 (13) ELT 1542 (SC) and the Hon'ble Supreme Court
had held that the term "Ore" cannot refer to the Ore as mined. The Hon'ble
Supreme Court had held that the term "Ore" meant Ore which was usable and
merchantable and as commercially understood. lt was held that the term "Ore"
could not be construed to mean the Ore as mined since the Ore as mined would
be mainly rock which in that state can neither be imported nor marketed. It was
further held that the Ore as mined had necessarily to be subjected to the physical
processes of removing the foreign particles, impurities and other substances by
which it becomes concentrated. The Ore does not cease to be Ore when it is
thus concentrated and it was also immaterial that it was imported in powder or
granule form. The Hon'ble Supreme Court had held that unless the Ore was
treated with chemical, it could not be said to be processed. The contentions
raised in the Show Cause Notice that Ore means the Ore as mined with the
foreign particles, impurities and other substances and that it does not cover
"Concentrated Ore" obtained by removing the foreign particles, impurities and
other substances by physical processes, was totally contrary to and in disregard
of the law laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the said decision. The
Show Cause Notice must therefore fail.

>

The aforesaid legal position laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court had been
followed by the Hon'ble Tribunal in the following decisions:
a) CC v Hindusta n Gas E lndustries Ltd - 2006 (202) ELT 693: This decision
examined the scope of the term "Ores" appearing in Sr. No.10 of Notification
No.5/98-CE dated 2-6-1998 and by following the aforesaid decision of the
Hon'ble Supreme Coutt in the case of MMTC, held that the term "Ores" will
2),

cover "Concentrated Ore". lt was held that the term "Ore" is the genus and
"Concentrated Ore" is a specie of Ore and Therefore covered by the term "Ore".
b) CC v Electro Ferro Alloys P. Ltd- 2007 (217) ELT 302: In this decision it was
held that the term 'Ores" appearing in Sr. No.21 of Notification no.A2002-CE
dated 1-3-2002, covers "Concentrated Ore" since the "Ore" is the genus and
"Concentrated Ore' is a specie of Ore. The aforesaid decrsions in MMTC and
Hindustan Gas & /nduslnes Ltd were followed in this decision.
Shir Bhavani Minerals v CCE-2019 (36d ELT 1041: ln this decision it was
held that the term "Ore" appearing in the expression "lron Ore fines" in
exemption Notification no.62/2007-Cus dated 3-5-2007 would cover
Concentrated Ore. The aforesaid declslons were followed in this decision.
present
ln the
case, it was undisputed that the goods imported by them have not
undergone any chemical processing; that the Show Cause Notice, on Pages 14
and 15, states that the imported goods have been enriched/ concentrated by
physical processes to remove foreign particles, impurities and other substances.
"Ore" does not cease to be "Ore" merely because of removlng of foreign
particles, impurities and other substances by physical processes.

c)

F

The Show Cause Notice itself describes 'Ore Concentrate' as 'dressed Ore' in
Paras12.6, 13 and 18.3; that when the Show Cause Notice itself says that'Ore
Concentrate' was nothing but dressed Ore, there can be no question of denying
that the said goods were Ores of Boron. Therefore, the said goods answer the
description of 'Boron Ores'even if one proceeds on the assumption that the said
goods were Concentrates of Ore. Moreover, the definitions of Ore and Ore
Concentrate relied upon in Para 13 of the Notice do not help the case of the
Department; that the said definitions nowhere suggest that 'Ore Concentrate'
was not an Ore; that in fact the Hon'ble Tribunal had held in the aforesaid case of
Shri Bhavani Minerals, in Para 5.1 that as per the HSN notes both Ore and Ore
Concentrate were Ores and that the said HSN Notes do not make any distinction
between the two and therefore the reliance placed by the Notice on HSN Notes
to Chapter 26 was unsustainable and did not help the case of the Department.

F

The Show Cause Notice had in Paras '1 1.1.6 and 11.2 placed reliance on website
of Etimaden to contend that as per the said website, the BzOg content of
Colemanite Ore mined from open quarry was between 27% - 32o and the
Colemanite Ore was made usable and valuable by Etimaden by using various
mining methods which was enriched by physical processes and converted into
concentrated Boron products. lt was contended that by processes of enrichment
grinding in hi{ech concentrator facilities, the mined Colemanite Ore having B2O3
ranging between 27o/o-32% was enhanced to 40%.

F

They submitted Certificate dated 29th April 2021 of Etimaden which clarified that
the BzOa content of their natural Borates was not updated frequently on their
website since it changed with the nature of the Ore vein operated. They had
further clarified that the Boron lumps have B2O3 content ranging 'from 38-42o/o
and these were simply powdered and no chemical treatment was done. They had
further clarified that the Boric Oxide content d iffered in every Ore vein and that
they give specification and certificate of analysis in respect of each shipment.

)

ln the circumstances, the contentions raised in the Show cause Notice based on
the website which was not updated, to the effect that the BzOg content in the
mined Colemanite was only between 27 -32Yo was misconceived and untenable.

)

The Notice had erroneously placed reliance on the proceedings in case of
another importer viz. lndo Borax and Chemicals. The goods imported by the
said importer were Ulexite which were not the goods imported by them in the
present case; that therefore, the Notice cannot place reliance on the proceedings
in the said case of import of Ulexite. Moreover, every case has to be examined
on it own merits and on the basis of evidence available in the case in question.
The Notice cannot make an allegation in their case on the basis of evidence
available in some other case and that too in respect of a product different from
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their product. The said contentions in Para 't6 of the Notice were therefore totally
unsustainable in law.

)

The Show Cause Notice was partly barred by time, having been served on them
after the expiry of the limitation period of two years specified in Section 28(1) 0f
the Customs Act 1962 i.e. the goods in the present case have been imported and
cleared during the period April, 2016 to January, 202'1 , whereas the Show Cause
Notice was dated 28.3.2021 and therefore extended beyond the normal period of
limitation of two years provided in Section 28 (1) of the Customs Act 't962 and
was therefore barred to that extent.

)

The larger period of limitation of five years specified under Section 2B(4) of the
Customs Act 1962 was inapplicable in the present case since there was no
collusion or wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts on their part.

)

The Show Cause Notice has invoked the larger period of limitation under Section
28(4) of the Customs Act 1962 on the totally untenable ground that they had
wilfully mis-declared the description which is totally misconceived and bereft of
any substance; that they had declared the goods as 'Boron Ore'(Colemanite 44)',
which is the correct description of the goods; that the Test Report of CRCL, New
Delhi confirms that the said description is correct.

)

Some of the Bills of Entry were assessed by the proper officer of Customs who
agreed with their claim for the exemption and merely because the Department
subsequently entertains a different view on the scope of the Notification cannot
justify the invoking of the larger period of limitation.

)

lt was settled law that claiming of a particular classification or Notification was a
matter of belief on the part of the importer and, the claiming of a particular
classification or exemption Notification did not amount to mis-declaration or wilful
mis-statement or suppression of facts; that they had correctly described the
goods in the Bills of Entry as 'Boron Ore(Colemanite-44)'which they indeed are
as evident from the Test Report of the CRCL, Delhi which the Department was
relying upon in the said Notice. Therefore, as laid down in the following
judgments, the claiming of a particular classification or Notification with which the
Department subsequently disagrees does not amount to mis-declaration or wilful
mis-statement or suppression of facts:
Northern Plastic Ltd Vs Collector - 1998 (101) ELT 549 (SC)
CC Vs Gaurav Enterprises - 2006 (193) ELT 532 (BOM)
C. Natwarlal& Co Vs CC-201 2-TIOL-21 7I-CESTAT-MUM
S. Rajiv & Co. Vs CC - 2014 (302) ELT 412.
Lewek Altair Shipping Pvt. Ltd. Vs CC -2019(366) ELT 318 (Tri(367) ELT A328 (SC)

)

Hyd)

2019

The contention in the Show Cause Notice that the alleged wrongful claiming of
classification and exemption Notification amounted to wilful mis-statement was
totally misconcelved and untenable in law. Section 28(4) of the Customs Act
1962 was attracted only in case of willful mis-statement or suppression of facts
and as submitted above, issue of eligibility to exemption Notification or
classification of goods under one heading or another was an issue of law and not
a statement of fact. There was absolutely no mis-statement or suppression of
any fact, much less any wilful mis-statement or suppression of any fact.

;> The contention in the Show cause Notice that the goods were liable

to
confiscation on the ground that they had allegedly mis-declared the same and/or
allegedly claimed wrong exemption, was totally unsustainable in law. The goods
had been correctly described in the Bills of Entry and there was no misdeclaration as regards the description, value or other particulars of the goods and
the mere claimlng of an allegedly incorrect classification or Notification does not
attract the provisions of Section 1 1 1 (m) of the Customs Act 1962. Section 1 '1 1(m)
was attracted only where the goods do not correspond to any particular
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mentioned in the Bill of Entry and claiming of a particular classification or
Exemption Notification was not a statement of any particular of the goods. The
submissions made earlier are reiterated and also the reliance on judgments
referred to above are reiterated.

)

Since as explained above there had been no collusion, wilful mis-statement,
suppression of facts or false declaration, no penalty can be imposed under
Section 1144 and Section 114AA of the Customs Act 1962. Further, since as
explained above, the goods were not liable to confiscation under Section 11 1(m)
of the Customs Act 1962, no penalty could be imposed under Section 1 12 (a)
and (b) or Section 117 of the Customs Act 1962. lt was settled law as laid down
in the following judgments that claiming of a particular classification or
Notification with which the Department does not agree does not justify imposition
of penalty:
C. Natwarlal & Co Vs CC-2012-TIOL-2171-CESTAT-MUM
S. Raliv E Co. Vs CC - 2014 (302) ELT 412

Kores (lndia) Ltd. 2019(5)TMl 922.
Accordingly, no penalty was liable to be imposed on them or their Managing

Director, Rajkumar Surana.
RECORD OF PERSONAL HEARING

25.

Personal hearing (in virtual mode) in the case was fixed for 12.01.2022 which
was attended by Shri Jaydeep C.Patel, Advocate and Counsel on behalf of M/s. Nahar
Colours and Coatings Pvt. Ltd. and Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the
Noticee. During the course of personal hearing (in virtual mode), the Noticees' Counsel
reiterated the submissions made by them in their reply dated 30.04.2021.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

26. I have carefully gone through the Show Cause Notice, the submission

of the

Noticee, the arguments and discussions made by the Noticee and their representative
during the course of personal hearing as well as the relevant case records available on
file.

.

I find that the Noticee is importing goods declared by them as 'Boron

Ore
(Colemanite-44)' of M/s. Etimaden, Turkey through the supplier M/s.Mario Pilato BIat,
S.A., Spain.
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28.
(i)

(ii)

28.'l

I

find that the core issue for consideration before me is as under

Whether the goods imported by the Noticee are 'Boron Ore' or Boron
Ore Concentrate'?
Whether exemption of Basic Customs Duty(BCD) under: (a) Sr.No.113 of
Notification No.'1212012-Cus dated'17.03.2012, as amended (till
30.06.2017) and (b)Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated
30,06.2017 as amended (from 01.07.2017 onwards) are available to the
Noticee or otherwise?

A plain reading of the entries at Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus dated
17.03.2012 (as amended by Notification No.28/201S-Cus dated 30.04.2015) and
Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017 indicates that the
exemption in the said entries is available only to the goods'Boron Ores'falling under
Sub-heading 2528 of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975(51 of 1975).
Therefore, the entire issue hinges on whether the goods imported by the Noticee are
'Boron Ore'or otherwise. lfind that the Show Cause Notice demanding Customs Duty
from the Noticee has been raised on the ground that the Noticee had actually declared
the goods as 'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' whereas it actually appeared to be a
'Concentrate of Natural Calcium Borate' or 'Concentrate of Boron Ore'.

28.2 ln order to find out the difference between an 'Ore'and an 'Ore Concentrate',
reference will be required to be made to their definitions as available on the
website/popular dictionaries. We will also be required to refer to the definitions of
'Concentration of Ores'. Same are as under:

Definition of Ore as p er Petroloqv of Deposits:
Ore: a metalliferous mineral, or aggregate mixed with gangue that can be mined

(1)

for a profit.
Gangue: associated minerals in Ore deposit that have little or no value.

Definition of Ore as per Wikipedia:

(2t

Ore is natural rock or sediment that contains one or more valuable minerals,
typically metals that can be mined, treated and sold at a profit. Ore is extracted from the
earth through mining and treated or refined, often via smelting, to extract the valuable
metals or minerals.
(3)

4

Definition of Ore as
r Merriam Webster:
1. a naturally occurring mineral containing a valuable constituent (such as metal)
for which it is mined and worked.
2. a source from which valuable matter is extracted.
Definition of Ore as per Dictionary.Com
1. a metal-bearing mineral or rock, or a native metal, that can be mined at a profit.

2.

a mineral or natural product serving as a source of some nonmetallic substance
as sulfur.

Definition of Ore as per Britannica:
A natural aggregation of one or more minerals that can be mined, processed,
and sold at a profit. An older definition restricted psage of the word Ore to
metallic mineral deposits, but the term has expanded in some instances to include
(5)

nonmetallics.

Definition of Ore Concentrate as per Wikipedia:
Ore concentrate, dressed Ore or simply concentrate is the product generally

(6)

produced by metal Ore mines.

The raw Ore is usually ground finely in

various comminution operations and gangue (waste) is removed, thus concentrating the
metal component. Comminution is the reductron of solid materials from one average
particle size to a smaller average particle size, by crushing, grinding, cutting, vibrating,
or other processes.

Definition of 'Concentration of Ores' as per askiitians.com:

(7)

The Ores obtained from the earth contain large quantities of foreign matter.
These unwanted impurities, e.g. earth particles, rocky matter, sand limestone etc.
present in an Ore are called gangue or matrix.
Prior to the extraction of the metal from the Ore, it is necessary to separate the Ore
from the gangue. This separation can often be achieved by physical means since
mineral and gangue generally occur as separate solid phases.
The process of removal of gangue from the Ore is technically known as
concentration or Ore dressing and the purified Ore is known as Concentrate.

(8)

Definition of Gangue as per Wikipedia:
ln mining, gangue is the commercially worthless material that surrounds, or is closely
mixed with, a wanted mineral in an Ore deposit.

28.3 The above definitions, as avaitable from the technical

literature, indicate that
'Ore' is a naturally occurring raw and native mineral produced by mines and contains
various foreign material and impurities. The term 'Ore Concentrate' has also been
equated with the term 'Dressed Ore' and the technical literature referred above
indicates that such Ore Concentrate/ Dressed Ore is obtained by removal of the gangue
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from the Ore by physical means. As per the technical literature

reproduced
hereinabove, the associated minerals in Ore deposit that have little or no value are
generally known as gangue. Conjoint reading of the definitions of 'Ore', 'Ore
Concentrate/Dressed Ore' and 'Gangue' leads to the inference, in relation to Ores, that
the process of removal of minerals having insignificant value is termed as concentration
and the resultant product, after having undergone such processes, is known as
'Concentrate'.

28.4 ln the instant case, the goods under consideration are Ground

Colemanite
having concentration of B2O3 eQual to 44% which is evident from the Bills of Entry filed
by the Noticee. Further, the test report of CRCL, Vadodara indicates that the sample is
of processed Mineral Colemanite and concentration of B2O3 therein is 44.5o/o. fhe
Noticee is also not disputing the facts regarding the concentration of BzOs in the goods
under consideration in the test report. The B2O3 content of the Colemanite Ore mined by
M/s Etimaden, which happens to be the source entity for the goods under consideration,
from open quarry is between 27ok-32o/o and there is no dispute regarding this fact. This
fact clearly indicates that the concentration level of BzOg in respect of the goods under
consideration has been enhanced as compared to the concentration level as found in
the Ore mine from the open quarry. Such enhancing of the concentration level of B2O3
has been achieved by way of treatment of the Ore in Concentrator Plant which is
evident from the general information of the said product as available on the website of
M/s Etimaden of which the relevant text is reproduced under:

"The Ore is enriched in concentrator plant to obtain concentrated
product. The Ground Concentrated product is passed through
crushing and grinding processes respectively to obtain milled
product. lt is then packaged in a packaging unit and ready for sale"

28,5

The above amply demonstrates that the Ore has been subjected to the physical
process of gangue removal by M/s Etimaden and thereby the concentration of BzOr
has been enhanced. Such process of removal of gangue from the Ore is technically
known as Concentration or Ore dressing and the purified Ore is known as Concentrate
as per the technical literature.

28.6

I also find from details available on website of Etimaden in respect of mining of
Colemanite and production of Ground Colemanite that:

1. The chemical name

of

Ground Colemanite

is

Di-calcium Hexaborate

Pentahydrate.

2. The BzO: content of the Colemanite Ore mined from open quarry

3.

4.

was

between 27%-32%, However, the line 'BzOz content of the Colemanite Ore
mined from open quarry was between %27-%32" was deleted from their website
after initiation of inquiry.
Boron minerals i.e. Ground Colemanite were made usable and valuable by
Etimaden by using various mining methods which was enriched by physical
processes and converted into concentrated Boron products.
Mined Colemanite went through the processes of enrichment grinding in hitech concentrator facilities available with Etimaden and Concentrated
Colemanite was produced. By this process the mined Colemanite Ore having
BzO: ranging between 27o/o-32o/o was enhanced
Colemanite Ore
Concentrate which was sold as Ground Colemanite having BzO: 40%.
Ground Colemanite was a concentrated product of Colemanite produced by
enrichment in Concentrator Plant.
Thereafter such Ground Concentrated product was passed through crushing
and grinding processes respectively to obtain Ground Colemanite.
M/s. Mario Pilato Blat, S.A. Spain purchases Concentrated Ground
Colemanite from Etimaden, Turkey and processes it further before supplying
it to the Noticee.
Ground Colemanite was used in many fields of industry especially in glass,
ceramics, agriculture, detergent and cleaning industries, etc.

to

5.
6.
7.
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28.7 I also find that the Noticee along with his submission dated 30.04.2021

has
submitted a certificate dated 29.04.2021 issued by M/s. Etimaden wherein they have
specifically mentioned as under:
"After extracting the mineral, as you may know, it is not possible to sell extracted
mass together with the slones and other unwanted material since any of the
customers do not want to pay for these unwanted stones, clay and other
impurities which are physically separated. Then the lumps are subjected to
pulverization to make 75 micron powder and here there is no chemical treatment
done. Even calcination is not done. The Boron lumps having BzOs content
ranging from 38-42% are simply powdered wherein crystollagraphic structure is
never changed."

28.8

Further, from the test reports received from CRCL, Vadodara and CRCL, New
Delhi in respect of the samples drawn of the Noticee, it was found that the test report
provided by CRCL, Vadodara in respect of sample of Ground Colemanite imported by
the Noticee confirmed that Ground Colemanite was processed Borate mineral
Colemanite and found in powder form having BzOs content as 44.5% by weight. The retest report provided by CRCL, Delhi also confirmed the form of sample as powder which
was crushed and grinded with content of BzOs as 43.08%, however, they failed to
comment on details of the processes undertaken. I find that the report is very unclear
about the question asked by the JC, Customs, SllB, Surat vide his letter dated 1-7-2020
i.e. 'Whether the goods are processed using calcinations or enriched/concentrated by
using any other method'. To the said question, the reply of CRCL, New Delhi was that
'the sample under reference has not undergone any process of calcinations. Laboratory
cannot comment on the starting material and process undergone. lt can give only final
value of %8203.'The report does not rule out the fact that some process has been
undergone. Thus, it is apparent that the product must have undergone some process
i.e. the process of concentration in the Concentration Plant (as indicated in the website
of Etimaden) which resulted in the increase of B2O3 content from 27 -32ok lo 44.5o/o I
43.08o/o as indicated in the respective test reports of CRCL, Vadodara and CRCL, New
Delhi of the representative samples drawn from the consignment under Bill of Entry
No.6525531 dated 18.01.2020 of the Noticee.

29.

Further, during investigation of a similar enquiry by D.R.l., Surat in respect of
import of 'ULEXITE' described as "ULEXITE BORON ORE" manufactured by same
producer M/s Etimaden, Turkey, it was found that said product i.e., "ULEXITE" was a
concentrated product of natural Boron Ore. The said investigation in respect of import of
"ULEXITE'described as "ULEXITE BORON ORE" by M/s lndo Borax and Chemicals
Ltd, 302, Link Rose Building, Linking Road, Near Kotak Mahindra Bank, Santacruz West,
Maharashtra was completed resulting in issuance of the Show Cause Notice
No.DRl/AZUlSRU-06/2020/lndo-Borax dated 1611212020. M/s Pegasus Customs
House Agency Pvt. Ltd., CHA of M/s lndo Borax and Chemicals Ltd vide letter dated
03.07.2020 had submitted copies of import documents of M/s lndo Borax which included
the test report of 'ULEXITE' supplied by M/s Etimaden, Turkey showing the description of
the goods supplied as:'Ulexite, Concentrated, Granular, ln Bulk 3_125mm"

29.1 The Show Cause Notice issued by DRI mentioned that the test report of the
consignment imported as 'ULEXITE BORON ORE' was obtained and as per Test Report
of Chemical Examiner, Grade-|, Central Excise & Customs Laboratory, Vadodara all
such imported items were 'processed mineral Ulexite' (as per the Show Cause Notice No.
DRI/AZUlSRU-06/2020/lndo-Borax dated 1611212020); that as per the literature available
at site of M/s Etimaden, ULEXITE Granular was a refined product having lesser
concentration of BzOs i.e. 30% in comparison to their product "Ground Colemanite" which
is having minimum concentration of BzOs at 44.5% I 43.08% Hence, it was clear that
"Ground Colemanite" was a more refined and concentrated product and when the test
report of the producer in case of "ULEXITE" declared it as concentrated product, the
presence of higher percentage of BzOs in 'Boron Ore Colemanite-44' made it more
concentrate. However, no such test report of the producer M/s Etimaden had been

disclosed by M/s Nahar in present case through e-sanchit portal/Customs Department.

30.

I also find that Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, Head of R & D and Authorized
Person of M/s. Nahar Colours and Coating Pvt.Ltd. in his statement dated 25.08.2020
has stated as under:

(i)
(ii)

Ore cannot be used directly as such without processing for manufacturing of 'Ceramic
Glaze Mixure (Frit) for which only powder form of Colemanite is required. The
Colemanite-44 imported by them contains 44 o/o ol BzOz.
Any Ore is naturally deposited in rock form. lt cannot be exist in powder form. Calcium
Borate (Colemanite-44) imported by them is in form of white powder which is due to
certain processes undergone on it at the plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a,, Spain
who is their supplie(who purchases it from M/s. Etimaden, Turkey).. Flow chart of
process undergone at plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain has been submitted
by him which is as under:
Concentrate Colemanite Ore --- Orying -Grinding & Air Classification

(Separation

(iii)

(iv)

of 75 micron) --

Ground Colemanite Silos

-,

Packing --

Warehouse.
BzOs content of the Colemanite Ore mined from open quarry is between ok27 -Yo32
and Etimaden has enriched the said Ore of BzOo concentration (o/o27 -ok32) in
concentrator plant to obtain concentrated product i.e. product with higher percentage
of BzOs.
The concentrated product by M/s Etimaden is further processed/concentrated at plant
of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s.a., Spain (as discussed by flow chart) and after processing
at plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, s-a., Spain, they import the said product and use it as
melting agent in production of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixure (Frit)'without any processing on
it.

30.1

Thus, I find that the Head of R & D and Authorized Person of the Noticee has
himself confirmed in his statement that Ore cannot be used directly as such without
processing for manufacturing of Ceramic Glaze Mixture(Frit) for which only powder form
of Colemanite is required; that Ore cannot exist in powder form; that Calcium Borate
imported by them is in form of white powder which is due to certain processes carried
out on it at the plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain who is their supplie(who
purchases it from M/s. Etimaden, Turkey; that their supplier M/s.Mario Pilato Blat of
Spain purchase 'Concentrated Colemanite' from M/s. Etimaden on which further
processing such as drying, grinding etc. is carried out before supplying it to the Noticee.
I also find that Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee vide his letter
dated 29.08.2020 has reiterated the facts mentioned by Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi in
his statement that their supplier M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A, Spain procurred
Concentrated Colemanite from M/s Etimaden, Turkey and processed it further before
supplying it to them and they i.e., the Noticee use the imported material as such without
any further processing in the manufacture of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture(Frit)'.

30.2 Thus from a combined reading of the details available on the website of M/s
Etimaden, the definitions of Ore, Ore concentrates, Concentration of Ore as discussed
earlier, the test reports in respect of the samples of the goods of the Noticee obtained
from CRCL, Vadodara and CRCL, New Delhi and retest reports as discussed earlier,
the test report of sample of M/s. lndo Borax and Chemicals Ltd., the statement of
Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, Head of R & D of the Noticee and the letter dated
29.08.2020 of Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee leads to the
conclusion that goods imported by the Noticee declared by them as 'Boron Ore
(Colemanite-44)' is not a 'Boron Ore' but 'Concentrate of Boron Ore' on the following
grounds:

(i)

The BzOs content of the Colemanite Ore mined by Etimaden from open quarry
was between 27o/o-32%o. Boron minerals i.e. Colemanite were made usable and
valuable by Etimaden by using various mining methods which were enriched by
physical processes and converted into concentrated Boron products. Mined
Colemanite went through the processes of enrichment grinding in hitech
concentrator facilities available with Etimaden and by this process
Concentrated Colemanite was produced.
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(ii)

By this process the mined Colemanite Ore having BzOo ranging belueen 27o/o32% had been enhanced to produce Colemanite Ore Concentrate which was
sold as Ground Colemanite having BzOa content of 44.5% I 43.08ok.
(iii) The statement of Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, Head of R & D of M/s. Nahar
Colour and Coatings Pvt.Ltd. stating that "they use imported Ground
Colemanite-44 without any further processing in manufacture of Ceramic Glaze
Mixture commonly known as Frit". Ores carry gangue and other impurities with
them alongwith minerals and lt is practically not possible to use Ores directly in
the manufacturing process,
(iv) The statement of Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, stating that their supplier
M/s.Mario Pilato Blat of Spain purchase Concentrated Colemanite from M/s.
Etimaden on which further processing such as drying, grinding etc. is carried
out before supplying it to the Noticee.
(v) The producer's (M/s. Etimaden's) test report (for the product 'ULEXITE of M/s.
lndo Borax and Chemicals ltd.) described their product 'ULEXITE' having lesser
concentration of B2O3 i.e. 30% content as 'concentrated', then the test reports
which were being supplied by M/s Etimaden with all its consignments, have not
been disclosed to the Customs Department by the Noticee with intent to claim
'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' having much higher B2O3
the consignment
content
about 44.5% 43.08Yo as 'Natural Boron Ore' for availing the
exemption benefits under Sr.No.113 of the Notification No.1212012-Cus dated
17.03.2012 (upto 30.06.2017) and Sr.No.130 of the Notification No.50/2017-Cus
dated 30.06.2017 (from 01 .07.2017 onwards).
(vi) The content of BzO: of the sample of the Noticee had also been confirmed as
44.5o/o and 43.08o/o by CRCL, Vadodara and CRCL, New Delhi respectively.
Thus, 'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' imported by the Noticee was a concentrated
product of Colemanite produced by enrichment in Concentrator Plant and after
passing through crushing and grinding processes, packed in bag and sold in
Powder form. CRCL, Vadodara has also confirmed the form of sample as
processed Borate mineral Colamanite whereas CRCL, New Delhi has
confirmed the form of sample as grinded and crushed powder. Further, M/s.

of

of

I

Etimaden also categorized Ground Colemanite as refined product in their
website. Thus, Ground Colemanite having BzOo content of 44.5o/o / 43.08
produced by Etimaden is a Concentrate of Boron Ore in a form which is ready
to use for manufacturing process.
(vii) ln certificate dated 29.04.2021 issued by M/s. Etimaden, they have specifically
mentioned the following details with respect to the products exported by them:
"After extracting the mineral, as you may know, it is not posslb/e to sell extracted mass
together with the stones and other unwanted material since any of the customers do

not want to pay for these unwanted stones, clay and other impurities which are
physically separated. Then the lumps are subjected to pulverization to make 75 micron
powder and here there is no chemical treatment done, Even calcination is not done.
The Boron lumps having BzOs content ranging from 38-42yo are simply powdered
wherein crystollagraphic structure is never changed."

As per definition of 'Concentration of Ore' (obtained from askiitians.com), the
process of removal of gangue (unwanted impurities such as edrth particles,
rocky matter, sand limestone etc.) from the Ore itself is technically known as
Concentration or Ore dressing and the purified Ore is known as 'Concentrate'.
Thus the goods imported by the Noticee are nothing but'Concentrate of Natural
Calcium Borate' or 'Concentrate of Boron Ore' and not 'Boron Ore' as
contended by the Noticee.

31.

ln view of the discussions in the aforesaid paras, I find that the Noticee was

engaged in import of Ground Colemanite (declared by them as'Boron Ore (Colemanite44)') produced by M/s Etimaden, Turkey. The said product was imported from Spain
supplied by M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain and the producer was M/s. Etimaden,
Turkey. The Noticee classified Ground Colemanite under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.25280030 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and availed exemption from payment of
Basic Customs Duty by declaring the same as "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' as per
Sr.No.113 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide
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Notification No.28l201S-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification
No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 and for period from 01.04.2016 to 30.06.2017 and
01 .07.2017 lo 11.01 .2021 respectively.

32. lalso find that as per Sr.No.113 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated
17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No.28/2015-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and
Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017, the NIL rate of Basic
Customs Duty had been prescribed on the goods i.e. Boron Ore falling under Chapter
heading 2528 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. From the Chapter heading 2528 of
Customs Tariff Act, 't975 it was noticed that Natural Borates and Concentrates thereof
fall under the said Chapter Heading. Thus, from simultaneous reading of Sr.No.1 1 3 of
Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification
No 281201S-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No.50/2017
dated 30.06.2017 and corresponding description of goods, it was noticed that
exemption had been given only to 'Boron Ore' and not to 'Concentrate of Boron Ore'. lt
is a well settled law that an exemption Notification is to be interpreted as per the plain
language employed in the same and no stretching, addition or deletion of any words is
permissible while interpreting the Notification. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the
case of M/s Saraswati Sugar Mills reported at 2011 (270) ELT 465 (SC) has laid
down the principle wherein it has been observed as under:
An exemption Notification has to be strictly construed. The conditions for taking
benefit under the Notification are also to be strictly interpreted. When the wordings
of Notification is clear, then the plain language of the Notification must be given
effect to. Bv wav of an interpretation or construction, the CoutT cannot add or
substitute any word while construing the Notification either tg granl ery!9ny
exemption. The Courts are also not expected to stretch the words of Notification
or add or subtract words in order to grant or deny the benefit of exemption
Notification. ln Bombay Chemicals (P) Ltd. v. CCE - (1995) Supp (2) SCC 64 =
1995 (17) E.L.T. 3 (5.C.), a three Judge Bench of this Couft held that an exemption

Notification should be construed strictly, but once an adicle is found to satisfy the
test by which it falls in the Notification, then it cannot be excluded from it by
construing such Notification nanowly.

The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of M/s Dilip Kumar & Co. reported al 2018
(361) ELT 577 (SC), has reiterated the above principle wherein it has been observed as
under:
The well-settled principle is that when the words in a statute are clear, plain and
unambiguous and only one meaning can be inferred, the Coutls are bound to give
effect to the said meaning irrespective of consequences !!_!@!S_ j-Q_!Lg,
statute are plain and unambiquous, it becomes necessary to expound those
words in their natural and ordinary sense. The words used declare the intention
of the Legislature. ln Kanai Lal Sur v. Paramnidhi Sadhukhan, AIR 1957 SC 907, it
was held that if the words used are capable of one construction only then it would
not be open to the Courts to adopt any other hypothetical construction on the
ground that such construction is more conslstent with the alleged object and policy
of the Act.

52.

To sum up, we

answerthe reference holding as under-

(1) Exemption notification should be interpreted strictly; the burden of
proving applicability would be on fhe assessee to show that his case
comes within the parameters of the exemption clause or exemption
notification.
(2) When there is ambiguity in exemption notification which is subject
to strict interpretation, the benefit of such ambiguity cannot be claimed by
the subjec/assessee and it must be interpreted in favour of the revenue.
(3) The ratio in Sun Export case (supra) is not correct and all the declsions
which took similar view as in Sun Expoft case (supra,) stands overruled.
In the instant case, the entry at Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus is very clear
and is applicable to 'Boron Ores'. ln light of the specific entry, there is no scope for
30

insertion of the word 'Concentrate' to the entry. Had it been the intention of the
legislate to grant exemption to both, Boron Ores and Boron Ore Concentrates, the
same would have been explicitly spelt out in the Notification as has been in the
case of Gold Ore at Sr. No.133 and Nickel Ore at Sr. No. 135 in the said Notification.
Both the entries at Sr. Nos,133 & 135 clearly describe the goods as,Ores and
Concentrates'. As opposed to such entries, the entry at Sr. No.130 is restricted to
'Boron Ores' and therefore, it is clear that the said entry is not applicable to 'Boron
Ore Concentrates'. The principles of interpretation as laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme
Court also support my finding that the word 'Concentrate' cannot be added to entry at Sr.
No.'1 30 and the same has to be restricted only to Boron Ores.

33.

I find that the imported goods declared as "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' (having
content of 44.5 o/o I 43.080 )" by the Noticee is a concentrate of Natural Calcium
Borate. However the Noticee had mis-declared the description as "Boron Ore
(Colemanite-44)" instead of "Concentrates of Natural Calcium Borate " or "Concentrates
of Boron Ore" and wrongly claimed and availed the benefit of exemption knowingly and
deliberately with intent to evade Customs Duty from payment of Basic Customs Duty as
per Sr.No.113 of Customs Notification No. 1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended
vide Notification No.2Bl2015-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of Customs
Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 for the period from 01.04.2016 to 30.06.2017
and 01 .07.2017 to 11.01.2021 respectively by declaring Ground Colemanite having
B2O3 content of 44.5% as'Boron Ore(Colemanite-44)' i.e. Boron Ore, as the exemption
was available only to Boron Ore and thereby evaded Customs Duty amounting to Rs.
5,16,41,838/- for the period 2016-17,2017-18,2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21 [up to
11,01 .20211. The fact that 'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' imported by them were
Concentrate of Natural Calcium Borate was clearly evident from the process and
literature discussed by Etimaden on their website in respect of Ground Colemanite
wherein they have clearly stated that after mining from open query, enrichment in
Concentrator Plant was done and content of BzOs was enhanced from 27oh-32o/o lo
make it usable and after passing through crushing and grinding processes, it was
packed and sold in Powder form. Discussions in the foregoing paras have also led to
the conclusion that the product of the Noticee is 'Concentrate of Natural Calcium Borate'
or Concentrates of Boron Ore'. Therefore, the Noticee, despite knowing that the goods
declared as 'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' imported by them were in fact 'Ore
Concentrate', wrongly claimed and availed the benefit of the above mentioned
Notification which was available only to Boron Ore. By the aforesaid acts of willful mis
statement and suppression of facts, the Noticee had short-paid the applicable Customs
Duty and other allied duties/taxes by way of deliberate mis-representation, willful misstatement and suppression of facts in order to evade the differential Duty leading to
revenue loss to the Government Exchequer. lt, therefore, appeared that it was not the
case where the importer/Noticee was not aware of the nature and appropriate
classification of goods. However, the importer/Noticee had willfully mis-declared the
description of the goods to evade payment of Custom Duty by wrongly claiming the
benefit of Customs Notification No.1212Q12-Cus dated 17-3-2012(Sr.No.1'13) and
Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017 (Serial No. 130), paying NIL BCD, as the
said goods appeared to be 'Concentrates of Natural Calcium Borate' instead of 'Boron
Ore'. Hence, the provisions of Section 28(4) ol the Customs Act, 1 962 for invoking
extended period to demand the evaded Customs Duty are clearly attracted in this case.
l, therefore, hold that the differential Duties on imports are required to be demanded and
recovered from them under Section 28(Q o'f the Customs Act, 1962 along with
applicable interest under Section 28AA of Customs Act, 1962. Sections 2B(4) and 28AA
of the Customs Act, 1962 read as under:
BzOo

SECTION
refunded.

28.

Recovery

of duties not levied or not paid or short-levied or short- paid or

erroneously

(4) Where any Duty has not been levied or not paid or has been short-levied or short-paid or erroneously refunded,
part-paid or erroneously refunded, by reason of,(a)collusion; or
(b)any williul misstatement or
(c)suppression of facts
by the importer or lhe exporter or the agent or employee of the importer or exporler, the proper of{icer shall, within
five years from the relevant date, serve notice on the person chargeable with Duty or interest which has not been [so

or interest payable has not been paid,
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levied or not paidl or which has been so short-levied or short-paid or to whom the refund has erroneously been made.
requiring him to show cause why he should not pay the amount specilled in the notice.
SECTION 28AA. lnterest on delayed payment of Duty- (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in any.iudgment,
decree, order or direclion of any court, Appellate Tribunal or any authority or in any other provision of this Act or the
rules made lhereunder, the person, who is liable to pay Duty in accordance with the provisions of Section 28, shall, in
addition to such Duty, be liable to pay interest, if any, at the rate fixed under sub-sec{ion (2), whether such payment is
Section.
voluntarily
determination
lnterest at such rate not below ten per cent. and not exceeding thirty-six per cent. per annum, as the Central
Government may, by Notification in the Oflicial Gazette, fix, shall be paid by the person liable to pay Outy in terms of
Section 28 and such interest shall be calculated from the first day of the month succeeding lhe month in which the

made

or

after

of

the Duty under that

Duty ought to have been paid or from the date of such enoneous refund, as the case may be, up to the date of
payment of such Duty.
(2)Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), no interest shall be payable where,(3)(a) the Duty becomes payable consequent to the issue of an order, inslruction or direction by the Board under
Section 151A and
(b) such amount of Duty is voluntarily paid in full, within forty-five days from the date of issue of such order, instruction
or direction, without reserving any right to appeal against the said payment at any subsequent stage of such
payment.

34.

I also find that the Noticee had imported 26114.2 MTS totally valued at
Rs.92,57,19,5621 of Boron Ore Concentrate and wrongly claimed and availed the
benefit of exemption from payment of Customs Duty as per Sr.No.113 of Customs
Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification
No.2812015-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No. 50/2017
dated 30.06.2017 'for period from 05.04.2016 to 30.06.2017 and 01.07.2017 to
11.01 .2021 respectively by declaring'Colemanite-44'as Boron Ore as the exemption
was available only to Boron Ore. Out of the said goods, goods totally weighing 240 MTS
totally valued at Rs.85,96,434l- imported under Bill of Entry No.652553'1 dated
18.01 .2020 had been seized being liable for confiscation under Section 111(m) of the
Customs Act, 1962 which was subsequently released provisionally by the competent

at Rs.
91,71,23,1281- which were not available for seizure had been imported in contravention
of the provisions of Section 46(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 and hence appeared liable
for confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 in as
much as by wrongly claiming and availing the benefit
Sr.No.'l 30 of Customs
Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017 and Sr.No.'1 13 of Customs Notification
No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No 281201S-Cus dated
30.04.2015, the importer/Noticee had wrongly claimed the goods imported to be Ores
authority. Further, balance goods weighing 25874.2 MTS totally valued

of

for which the imported goods are liable for confiscation and the importer/Noticee is
liable for penalty under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 for such acts of
contravention. Section

111

(m) reads as under:

SECTION 'l 1'1. Confiscation of improperly imported goods, etc. - The following goods brought from a place
outside lndia shall be liable to conflscation: -

(m) lany goods which do not correspond in respect of value or in any other particular] with the entry made under this
Act or in the case of baggage with the declaration made under Section 77 [in respect thereof, or in the case of goods
under transhipment, with the declaration for transhipment referred to in the proviso to sub-section (1) of Section 541;

35.

Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 provides for penalty for short levy or nonlevy of Duty in certain cases. "Where the Duty has not been levied or has been short
levied or the interest has not been charged or paid or has been part paid or the Duty or
interest has been erroneously refunded by reason of collusion or any willful misstatement or suppression of facts, the person who is liable to pay the Duty or interest,
as lhe case may be as amended under Section 28 shall also be liable to pay a penalty
equal to the Duty or interest so determined'i ln the captioned case, the mis-declaration
of description of the imported goods was intentionally done by the Noticee to evade
payment of due Customs Duty. I therefore hold them liable to penalty under Section
114A of the Customs Act, 1962 as short payment of Duty was on account of/due to
reason of willful mis-statement or suppression of facts on the part of importer.

36.

The Show Cause Notice proposes imposition of penalty under Section 112(a) &
(b) of the Customs Act, 1962 on M/s.Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd. ln this regard
it is to mention that the Sth proviso to Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 provides
that penalty under Section '1 12 shall not be levied if penalty under Section 1'144 of the
Customs Act, 1962 has been imposed and the same reads as

under:

a1

"Provided also that where any penalty has been levied under this
Section, no penalty shall be levied under Section 112 or Secfion
114."

In the instant case, I have already found that the Noticee is liable to penalty under
Section 114A of the Customs Act, '1 962 and therefore penalty under Section 1 1 2 is not
imposable in terms of the 5th proviso to Section 1144 of the Customs Act, 1962.

37. I

also find that the Show Cause Notice proposes to impose penalty on
M/s.Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd. under Section 114AA of the Customs Act,
'1962. The text of the said statute is reproduced under for ease of reference:

"lf a person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to be made,
signed or used, any declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in
any material particular, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of this Act,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five times the value of goods."
The language employed in the above statute implies that the penalty has been provided
for in cases where a person has knowingly or intentionally made, signed, used any false
declaration, statement or document or caused to have made, signed or used any false
declaration, statement or document. The facts and circumstances of the case at hand
are not covered under the provisions of Section 1'14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 as the
rationale for introduction of Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 has been specified
at para 63 & 65 of the Twenty Seventh Report of the Standing Committee on Finance
(2005-06) in relation to The Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2005 as under:

"63. The information fumished by the Ministry states as follows on the proposed
provision:
"Section 114 provides for penalty for improper expoftation of goods. However. there have been
lnstances where export was on paper only and no goods had ever crossed the border. Such
serious manipulators could escape p enal action even when no qoods were actuallv expofted.
The lacuna has an added dimension because of various expo ft incentive schernes. To provide
for penaltv in such cases of false and incorrect declaration of material parliculars and for qivinq
false statements, declarations, etc. for the purpose of transaction of busmess under the
Customs AcL it is proposed to provide express/y the power to levv penaltv up to 5 times the
value of goods. A new Section 1 14 AA is proposed to be insefted after Section 114A.

65. The Ministry also informed as under:
"The new Section 114AA has been proposed consequent to the detection of several cases of
fraudulent exports where the expotts were shown only on paper and no goods crossed fhe
lndian border. The enhanced penaltv provision has been proposed considering the serlous
frauds beinq committed as /?o qoods are beinq expofted, but papers are beinq created for
availinq the number of benefits under various expoft promotion schemes."
The above clearly indicates that the intent of insertion of Section 114AA of the Customs
Act, 1962 was to provide penalty for serious frauds where no goods were exported but
only papers were created to avail the benefits of the export promotion schemes. Thus, I
find that penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 is not imposable on the
Noticee M/s.Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd. in as much as the facts of the case are
not covered under the same.

38.

Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of M/s Nahar Colours and Coating
Pvt Ltd was responsible for import and he knowingly with intention to evade Customs
Duty wrongly claimed and availed the benefit of exemption from payment of Customs
Duty as per Sr. No.113 of Customs Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012, as
amended vide Notification No.28l2015-Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of
Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated 30.06.2017. Thus, Shri Rajkumar Surana,
Managing Director of M/s Nahar Golours and Coating Pvt Ltd, contravened the
provisions of the Customs Act and failed to comply with provisions of the Customs Act,
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1962. ltherefore hold him liable to penalty under Section 112(a) & (b) and Section 117
of the Customs Act, 1 962. Section 1 17 reads as under:
SECTION 117. Penalties for contravention, etc., not expressly mentioned. - Any person who conlravenes any
provision of this Act or abets any such contravention or who fails to comply with any provision of this Act with which it
was his Duty to comply, where no express penalty is elsewhere provided for such contravention or failure, shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding [four lakh rupeesl.

39.

I also find that the Show Cause Notice proposes to impose penalty on Shri

Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of M/s Nahar Colours and Coating Pvt Ltd,
under Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962 ln this context, I find that the issue with
regard to the non-applicability of Section 1 14AA in the present case has already been
discussed at para-37 above. ln view of the above, I find and hold that Section 1144,4 is
not imposable on Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of M/s Nahar Colours and
Coating Pvt Ltd, based on the grounds discussed in the aforementioned para,

40.

I now proceed to take up the submissions of the Noticee, point-wise and record
my findings as under:
(1)

The Noticee has contended that the very evidence relied upon in the Show
Cause Notice, namely, the Test Report dated 04.06.2020 of CRCL, New Delhi,
establishes that the imported goods were "Boron Ore" and as per available
technical literature, the sample was "Mineral Colemanite- a Natural Calcium
Borate (commonly known as Boron Ore); that CRCL, New Delhi had by letters
dated 24-6-2020 and 8-7-2020 addressed to Joint Commissioner, SllB, in
response to the letters of SllB, reiterated that the sample was "Mineral
Colemanite- a Natural Calcium Borate (commonly known as Boron Ore)" and
that the same was not calcined.
ln this regard, lfind that exemption from Basic Customs Duty in both the entries
Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr.No.130 of Notification
No.50/2017-Cus is available/ applicable only to 'Boron Ores' falling under
Chapter Heading 2528 of the Customs Tariff Act, '1975. As per the test reports of
CRCL, Vadodara, the sample is processed Borate Mineral Colamanite and as
per the test report of CRCL, New Delhi, the sample is 'Natural Calcium Borate
(commonly known as 'Boron Ore'). Similarly, the re-test report sent for testing to
CRCL, New Delhi is very unclear about the question asked by the JC, Customs,
SllB, Surat vide his letter dated 1-7 -2020 i.e. 'Whether the goods are processed
using calcinations or enriched/concentrated by using any other method'. To the said
question, the reply of CRCL, New Delhi was that 'the sample under reference has
not undergone any process of calcinations. Laboratory cannot comment on the stafting
material and process undergone. lt can give only final value of % BzOe ' The report
does not state that no process has been undergone. Further, as per the data
available on the website of 'Etimaden' (the producer/supplier of the goods
imported by the Noticee), BzOa contents of the Colemanite Ore mined are 2732% whereas as per the Test report of CRCL, Vadodara, BzO: content is 44.5%
and as per CRCL, New Delhi, it is 43.080/0. Thus, it is apparent that the product
has clearly undergone refining process which resulted in the increase of BzOs
content from 27 -32o/o to 44.50/o143.08%. Further, as charged in the Show Cause
Notice, website of 'Etimaden' itself states that'Ihe Ore is enriched in concentrator
plant to obtain concentrated product. The Ground Concentrated product is passed
through crushing and grinding processes respecfrvely to obtain milled product. lt is then
packaged in a packaging unit and ready for sa/e" Further, M/s. Etimaden have
clarified in their certificate dated 29.04.2021 that 'the Boron content of each zone
varies from 22-44% and that B2O3 contents of their natural borates are not updated
frequently in their website and that the unwanted stones, clay and other impurities are
physicaily separated, that thereafter the boron lumps are subjected to pulverization, then
powdered wherein the crystallographic structure does nol change'. As per definition of
'Concentration of Ore' (obtained from askiitians.com), the process of removal of
gangue (unwanted impurities such as earth particles, rocky matter, sand
limestone etc.) from the Ore itself is technically known as Concentration or Ore

at

dressing and the purified Ore

is known as 'Concentrate'. Thus the goods
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imported by the Noticee are nothing but 'Ore Concentrate' of Natural
Calcium Borate OR 'Boron Ore Goncentrate' and not 'Boron Ore' as
contended by the Noticee and I hold it so.
(2) The Noticee has further contended that the Show Cause Notice, in Para 18,
proceeds on the totally erroneous premise that the exemption under Sr. No.113
of Notification No.1212012-Cus and Sr. No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus
was confined and restricted only to "Natural Ore" i.e. naturally occurring raw and
native mineral as obtained from the mines and containing various foreign
material, impurities and other substances; that if, it was subjected to physical
processes of removing the foreign material, impurities and other substances, it
ceased to be "Natural Ore" and became "Concentrated Ore' and that such
Concentrated Ore was not covered by the above entries which are totally
misconceived as a bare perusal of the said Sr.Nos.1"l3 and 130 of Notifications
Nos. 1212012-Cus and 50/2017-Cus respectively, would show that they cover
"Boron Ores" without any qualification i.e. there was no restriction or condition in

the said Notifications that the Boron Ore should be in the state or condition in
which it was mined i.e. with foreign particles, impurities and other substances,
nor was there any stipulation in the said Notifications that if the Boron Ore was
imported after removing the foreign particles, impurities and other substances, it
would not be entitled to the exemption. They contented that the Show Cause
Notice was reading into the Notification additional words and conditions which
were absent in the Notification; that it was settled law as laid down in the
following judgments that it was not permissible to read into the Notification, any
additional words or conditions/ restrictions which were not stipulated in the
Notification:
lnter Continental (lndia) Vs UOI - 2003 (154) ELT 37 (Gu)
Affirmed in UOI Vs lnter Continental (lndia) - 2008 (226) ELT 16 (SC)
KantilalManilal& Co Vs CC - 2004 (173) ELT 35.

I

ln this regard, find that the definitions of 'Ore', 'Ore Concentrate' and
'Concentration of Ore' discussed in para 28.2 above distinguishes 'Ore' from 'Ore
Concentrate'. As per definition of 'Concentration of Ore' (obtained from
askiitians.com), the process of removal of gangue (unwanted impurities such as
earth particles, rocky matter, sand limestone etc.) from the Ore itself is
technically known as 'Concentration' or Ore dressing and the purified Ore is
known as 'Concentrate'. Thus 'Ore' ceases to be 'Ore' for which exemption has
been rescribed in the Notification once the unwanted im urities such as earth
particles. rockv matter. sand limestone etc are removed from it to make it an
'Ore Concentrate' This distinction can be further illustrated from the fact that
after the refininq procese ha5 been Undertaken, the resultant product i.e. 'Ore
Concentrate' has been directly used in the manufacturinq industry without anv
additional TOCCSS S n
ken on he same Therefore, the contention of the
Noticee that the Department was reading into the Notification additional words
and conditions in the Notification is unjustified and without any basis since the
allegation in the SCN is mainly based on the definitions of 'Ore' and 'Ore
concentrate' available in various popular dictionaries and on websites, the data
available on the Website of M/s. Etimaden as well as the test reports of the
samples of the Noticee by CRCL, Vadodara and CRCL, New Delhi, test report of
CRCL, Vadodara in respect of sample of M/s. lndo Borax as well as the
statement of Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, Head, R & D of the Noticee, who stated
that: (a)Ore cannot be used directly as such without processing for
manufacturing of Ceramic Glaze Mixture(Frit) for which only powder form of
Colemanite is required (b) Ore cannot exist in powder form and the Calcium
Borate imported by them is in form of white powder which is due to certain
processes carried out on it at the plant of M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A., Spain who
is their supplie(who purchases it from M/s. Etimaden, Turkey (c) their supplier
M/s.Mario Pilato Blat of Spain purchase Concentrated Colemanite from M/s.
Etimaden on which further processing such as drying, grinding etc. is carried out
before supplying it to the Noticee. Further, Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing
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Director of the Noticee vide his letter dated 29.08.2020 has reiterated the facts
mentioned by Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi in his statement that their supplier
M/s Mario Pilato Blat, S.A, Spain procure Concentrated Colemanite from M/s
Etimaden, Turkey and process it further before supplying it to them and they i.e.,
the Noticee use the imported material as such without any further processing in
the manufacture of 'Ceramic Glaze Mixture(Frit)'. Further, the issues involved in
the judgements relied upon by the Noticee pertains to availability of benefit of
concessional rate of Customs Duty in respect of a particular entry of a
Notification, but circular issued subsequent to the issuance of the said
Notification laid down conditions for availment of the said benefit in respect of
that particular entry. Also the principles laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court,
as discussed above, expressly clarify that no addition or deletion is permissible.
ln the instant case the entry exempts 'Boron Ore' and the same cannot be
stretched to include Concentrate of Boron Ore. Thus, lfind that the case laws
cited by the Noticee are not applicable to the facts of the case at hand.
(3) The Noticee has contended that the contention in the Show Cause Notice that
the exemption under the said Sr.Nos.113 and 130 of Notifications Nos. 1212012Cus and 50/2017-Cus was confined to Natural Boron Ore i.e. the Ore in the
condition in which it was mined, has ignored and disregarded the fact that with

effect from 1"t March 2005, the entry "Natural Boron Ore" in the earlier
exemption Notifications has been replaced by the entry "Boron Ores". lt
was thus clear that with effect from l"tMarch 2005, the exemption was available
to all types of Boron Ores and was not restricted or confined to only Natural
Boron Ore i.e Ore in the condition in which it was mined. The Show Cause Notice
was committing the error of reading the word Natural before Boron, which in fact
had been consciously dropped from the Notifications with effect from 1't March
2005 and of converting the plural "Boron Ores" which covered all types of Boron
Ores into Singular "Natural Boron Ore". When the legislature had with effect from
1tt March 2005, replaced the expression "Natural Boron Ore" by the expression
"Boron Ores", the Show Cause Notice was committing the error of contending
exactly the opposite by changing the language of the Notifications from "Boron
Ores" to "Natural Boron Ore". This was totally impermissible in law.
ln this regard, I find that the contention of the Noticee is without basis as the
Department has laid more emphasis on the definitions of the words 'Ore' and
'Ore Concentrate', the data available on the website of M/s. Etimaden, as well
as the test results of the samples of the Noticee received from CRCL, Vadodara
and CRCL, New Delhi, the retest reports, the analogy drawn from the case of
M/s.lndo Borax as well as the statement of Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi,
Head, R & D of the Noticee and the letter dated 29.08.2020 of Shri Rajkumar
Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee (which is discussed in details in para
(2) above), rather than the word 'Natural Boron Ore'.
(4) The Noticee has contended that the scope of the term "Ore" appearing in the
Tariff had been examined by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Minerals
& Metals Trading Corporation of lndia Vs UOI & ors-1983 (13) ELT 1542 (SC)

and the Hon'ble Supreme Court had held that the term "Ore" cannot refer to
the Ore as mined. The Hon'ble Supreme Court had held that the term "Ore"
meant Ore which was usable and merchantable and as commercially
understood. lt was held that the term "Ore" could not be construed to mean the
Ore as mined since the Ore as mined would be mainly rock which in that state
can neither be imported nor marketed. lt was further held that the Ore as mined
had necessarily to be subjected to the physical processes of removing the
becomes
foreign particles, impurities and other substances by which
concentrated. The Ore does not cease to be Ore when it is thus concentrated
and it was also immaterial that it was imported in powder or granule form. The
Hon'ble Supreme Court had held that unless the Ore was treated with chemical,
it could not be said to be processed. The contentions raised in the Show Cause
Notice that Ore means the Ore as mined with the foreign particles, impurities and
other substances and that it does not cover "Concentrated Ore" obtained by

it
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removing the foreign particles, impurities and other substances by physical
processes, was totally contrary to and in disregard of the law laid down by the
Hon'ble Supreme Court in the said decision. The Show Cause Notice must
therefore fail. The aforesaid legal position laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme
Court had been followed by the Hon'ble Tribunal in the following decisions:
Hindustan Gas E lndustries Ltd - 2006 02 ELT 6 : This decision
examined the scope of the term "Ores" appearing in Sr. No.10 of Notification
NI.5/98-CE dated 2-6-1998 and by following the aforesaid decision of the
Hon'ble Supreme Court in fhe case of MMTC, held that the term "Ores" will
cover "Concentrated Ore". lt was held that the term "Ore" is the genus and
"Concentrated Ore" is a specie of Ore and Therefore covered by the term "Ore".
b) Ce Vs Electro Ferro Alloys P. Ltd- 2007 (217) ELT 302: ln this decision it was
held that the term "Ores" appearing in Sr. No.21 of Notification no.22002-CE
dated 1-3-2002, covers "Concentrated Ore" since the "Ore" is the genus and
"Concentrated Ore' is a specie of Ore. The aforesaid decisions in MMTC and
a) CC Vs

c)

Hindustan Gas & /ndustrles Ltd were followed in this decision.
Shir Bhavani Minerals Vs CCE-2019 (366) ELT 1041: In this decision it was
held that the term 'Ore" appearing in the expression "lron Ore fines" in
exemption Notification no.622007-Cus dated 3-5-2007 would cover
Concentrated Ore. The aforesaid declslons were followed in this decision.

ln this regard, lfind that entries at Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus
dated 17-3-2012(as amended) and at Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus
dated 30-6-2017 specifically states that the exemption from Basic Customs Duty
is only available to'Boron Ore'falling under Chapter Sub-heading 2528 and not
to'Boron Ore Concentrates'. Attention is invited to entries of Sr.No. 116 and 118
of Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17-3-2012(as amended) which appear
below the Entry no.1 13 in the said Notification and read as under:
Sr.No.

Chapter or
Heading or

Description of goods

Standard rate

Additional rate

Condition

(3)

(4)
NIL

(5)

(6)

2%

NIL

NIL

sub-heading
or tariff item
(1)

l2l

1t6

26

I

Gold Ore

and
concentrates for use in

the

5&8

manufaclure of

Gold.
118

26040000

Nickel

Ore
concentrate

and

It can be seen from the above that Sr.No.116 grants full exemption from Basic
Customs Duty to Gold Ore and concentrates for use in the manufacture of Gold.
Similarly, Sr.No.118 grants full exemption from Basic Customs Duty to Nickel Ore
and concentrate. ln both these entries, there is specific mention of 'Concentrate'
along with 'Ore'. This indicates that the Government intends to grant full exemption
from Basic Customs Duty to 'Gold Ore and concentrates' for use in the
manufacture of Gold' and to 'Nickel Ore and concentrate'. lt is therefore very
much apparent that had it been the intention of the Government to grant
exemption to 'Boron Ore concentrate' along with'Boron Ore", the entry at
Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus would have read as 'Boron Ore and
concentrates' instead of 'Boron Ore'.
Attention is also invited to entries at Sr.No.133 and 135 of Notification No.50/2017Cus dated 30.06.2017'which also appear below the Entry No.130 of the said
Notification which reads as under:
Sr.No.

Chapter or
Heading or

Description
goods

of Standard rate

sub-heading
or ta riff item
(1)
IJJ,

(2)

Condition

lntegrated

Goods

and

Services Tax.
(3)

Gold Ore

and
concentrates for use
in the manufacture of
Gold.

(4)
NIL

(5)

(6)

9&12

31

135

26040000

Nickel

Ore

and

NIL

NIL

concentrate

It can be seen from the above that Sr. No. 1 33 grants full exemption from Basic
Customs Duty to Gold Ore and concentrates for use in the manufacture of Gold.
Similarly, Sr.No.135 grants full exemption from Basic Customs Duty to Nickel Ore
and concentrate. ln both these entries, there is specific mention of 'Concentrate'
along with 'Ore'. This indicates that it is the Government's intention to grant full
exemption from Basic Customs Duty to 'Gold Ore and concentrates' for use in
the manufacture of Gold and to'Nickel Ore and concentrate'. lt is therefore very
much apparent that had it been the intention of the Government to grant
exemption to'Boron Ore concentrate' along with'Boron Ore", the entry at
Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50/2017-Cus would have read as 'Boron Ore
and concentrates' instead of 'Boron Ore'. Thus, the contention of the Noticee
that'Boron Ore' also covers 'Boron Ore concentrate' does not hold water and
therefore none of the judgements relied upon by the Noticee are applicable in the
present case.
(s) The Noticee has contended that the Show Cause Notice had placed reliance on
website of Etimaden to contend that as per the said website, the BzOs content of
Colemanite Ore mined from open quarry was between 27o/o - 32oh and the
Colemanite Ore was made usable and valuable by Etimaden by using various
mining methods which was enriched by physical processes and converted into
concentrated Boron products; that it was contended that by processes of
enrichment grinding in hi{ech concentrator facilities, the mined Colemanite Ore
having BzO: ranging between 27%-32% was enhanced lo 40o/o. They submitted
Certificate dated 29th April 2021 of Etimaden which clarified that the BzO:
content of their natural borates was not updated frequently on their website since
it changed with the nature of the Ore vein operated; that they had further clarified
that the boron lumps have BzO: content ranging from 3844o/o and these were
simply powdered and no chemical treatment was done and that the Boric Oxide
content differed in every Ore vein; that they give specification and certificate of
analysis in respect of each shipment; that therefore, the contentions raised in the
Show cause Notice based on the website which was not updated, to the effect
that the BzOa content in the mined Colemanite was only between 27 -32o/o was
misconceived and untenable.
ln this regard, lfind that although M/s. Etimaden have clarified in their certificate
dated 29.04.2021 that the Boron content of each zone varies from 22-44o/o and
that B2O3 contents of their natural borates are not updated frequently in their
website, they have also mentioned in the said certificate that the unwanted
stones, clay and other impurities are physically separated, that thereafter the
boron lumps are subjected to pulverization, then powdered wherein the
crystallographic structure does not change. As per definition of 'Concentration of
Ore' (obtained from askiitians.com), the process of removal of gangue (unwanted
impurities such as earth particles, rocky matter, sand limestone etc.) from the
Ore itself is technically known as Concentration or Ore dressing and the purified
Ore is known as 'Concentrate'. Thus, irrespective of the content of BzO: in the
Ore, the goods imported by the Noticee are nothing but 'Ore Concentrate' of
Natural Calcium Borate OR 'Boron Ore Concentrate' and not 'Boron Ore' as
contended by them and thus the Noticee is not eligible for the exemption that
they have claimed.
(6) The Noticee has contented that the Department had erroneously placed reliance
on the proceedings in case of another importer viz. lndo Borax and Chemicals.
The goods imported by the said importer were Ulexite which were not the goods
imported by them in the present case; that therefore, the Notice cannot place
reliance on the proceedings in the said case of import of Ulexite; that every case
has to be examined on it own merits and on the basis of evidence available in the
case in question; that the Notice cannot make an allegation in their case on the

basis of evidence available in some other case and that too in respect of

a
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product different from their product and therefore the said contentions in the
Notice were totally unsustainable in law.
ln this regard, it is to mention that the case of the Department has not been built
on the pillars of the case against M/s lndo Borax and Chemicals Ltd. The first
and the foremost charge leveled in the Show Cause Notice is that the goods
imported by the Noticee were Concentrates of Boron Ore and as such not eligible
for exemption under Notification Nos. 1212012-Cus and 50/2017-Cus. The goods
under consideration have been tested and the technical specifications and the
test reports of the goods imported by the Noticee indicate that the said goods are
Concentrates of Boron Ore. The said details have been expressly discussed
hereinabove and the same indicates that without reference to the case of M/s
lndo Borax and Chemicals Ltd., the case at hand is standing on its own legs. A
mere analogy has been drawn from the case of M/s lndo Borax and Chemicals
Ltd, to the effect that the ULEXITE Granular was categorised as a refined and
concentrated product by M/s Etimaden despite the fact that the same contained
lesser concentration of B2O3 i.e. 30% as compared to their product 'Ground
Colemanite' which is having minimum concentration of BzOs al 40%. The test
report of the producer in case of 'ULEXITE' declared it as concentrated product
and the presence of a much higher percentage of B2O3 in case of 'Boron
Ore(Colemanite-44)' imported by the Noticee supports the stand that the same is a
concentrate. Even without drawing the analogy of the case of M/s. lndo Borax
and Chemicals Ltd., the facts of the case at hand are independently sufficient to
establish the case of the Department and the said case merely fortifies the
present case. Thus, the argument of the Noticee is not tenable.
(7) The Noticee contended that the Show Cause Notice was partly barred by time,
having been served on them after the expiry of the limitation period of two years
specified in Section 28(1) of the Customs Act 1962 i.e. the goods in the present
case have been imported and cleared during the period April 2016 to January
2021, whereas the Show Cause Notice was dated 28.03.2021 and therefore
extended beyond the normal period of limitation of two years provided in Section
28 (1) of the Customs Act 1962 and was therefore barred to that extent, The
Noticee submitted that the larger period of limitation of five years specified under
Section 28(4) of the Customs Act 1962 was inapplicable in the present case
since there was no collusion or wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts on
their part; that the Show Cause Notice has invoked the larger period of limitation
under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act 1962 on the totally untenable ground that
they had wilfully mis-declared the description of the imported goods for claiming
the benefit of the said Notifications and that in the Bills of Entry, they wilfully mis-

stated the goods to be Ground Colemanite as Natural Boron Ore instead of
Concentrate of Ore; that the said contention in the Show Cause Notice was
totally misconceived and bereft of any substance and it was settled law that
claiming of a particular classification or Notification was a matter of belief on the
part of the importeri Noticee and, the claiming of a particular classification or
exemption Notification did not amount to mis-declaration or wilful mis-statement
or suppression of facts; that they had correctly described the goods in the Bills of
Entry as 'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' which they indeed were, as evident from
the Test Report of the CRCL, Delhi which the Department was relying upon in
the said Notice; that therefore, as laid down in the following judgments, the
claiming of a particular classification or Notification with which the Department
subsequently disagrees does not amount to mis-declaration or wilful misstatement or suppression of facts:
Northern Plastic Ltd Vs Collector - 1998 (101) ELT 549 (SC)
CC Vs Gaurav Enterprises - 2006 (193) ELT 532 (BOM)
C. Natwarlal& Co Vs CC-201 2-TIOL-2171 -CESTAT-MUM
S. Rajiv & Co. Vs CC - 2014 (302) ELT 412.
Lewek Altair Shipping Pvt. Ltd. Vs CC -2019(366) ELT 318 (Tri- Hyd) 2019
(367) ELT A328 (SC).
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The Noticee contended that the alleged wrongful claiming of classification and
exemption Notification amounted to wilful mis-statement was totally
misconceived and untenable in law. Section 28(4) ot the Customs Act 1962 was
attracted only in case of willful mis-statement or suppression of facts and issue
of eligibility to exemption Notification or classification of goods under one heading
or another was an issue of law and not a statement of fact. There was
absolutely no mis-statement or suppression of any fact, much less any wilful misstatement or suppression of any fact; that in the Bills of Entry, they wilfully misstated the goods to be 'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' instead of Concentrate of
Boron Ore was totally untenable and that in fact it was clear from the description
in the Bills of Entry that they have declared the BzOs content of 44.5%.

ln this regard, in view of the discussions in the foregoing paras, I find that the
imported goods declared as "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' by the Noticee are
actually a Concentrate of Natural Calcium Borate, however the Noticee had misdeclared the description as "Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' instead of
"Coicentrates of Natural Calcium Borate " or "Concentrates of Boron Ore" and
wrongly claimed and availed the benefit of exemption knowingly and deliberately
with intention to evade Customs Duty as per Sr.No.113 of Customs Notification
No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012 as amended vide Notification No 2Bl2015Cus dated 30.04.2015 and Sr.No.130 of Customs Notification No.50/2017 dated
30.06.2017 for the period from 01.04.2016 to 30.06.2017 and 01 .07.2017 to
11.01 .2021 respectively by declaring Ground Colemanite having BzOs content of
44.5o/o as Boron Ore as the exemption was available only to Boron Ore, and
thereby evaded Customs Duty amounting to Rs.5,16,41,838/-. The fact that
Ground Colemanite having BzO: content of 44.5o/o I 43.08ok imported by them
were in fact 'Concentrate of Boron Ore'was clearly evident from:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)

the process and literature discussed by Etimaden on their website

in

respect of Ground Colemanite wherein they have clearly stated that after
mining from open query, enrichment in concentrator plant was done and
content of BzOs was enhanced from 27o/o-32ok to make it usable and after
passing through crushing and grinding processes, it was packed and sold
in Powder form.
the definitions of the words 'Ore' and 'Ore Concentrate', which
distinguishes 'Ore from 'Ore Concentrate',
the definition of 'Concentration of Ore' as obtained from askiitians.com
which clearly states that the process of removal of the gangue from the
Ore is technically known as 'Concentration' and the resultant product is a
'Concentrate'. The Noticee have not disputed the fact that gangue has
been removed from the Ore which they have imported.
the test results of the samples of the Noticee received from CRCL,
Vadodara and CRCL, New Delhi, the retest reports and the analogy drawn
from the case of M/s.lndo Borax and Chemicals Ltd.
the statement of Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, Head of R & D of M/s.
Nahar Colour and Coatings Pvt.Ltd. stating that "they use imported
Ground Colemanite-44 without any further processing in manufacture of
Ceramic Glaze Mixture commonly known as Frit". Ores carry gangue and
other impurities with them alongwith minerals and lt is practically not
possible to use Ores directly in the manufacturing process.
the statement of Shri Gopal Krishna Tripathi, stating that their supplier
M/s.Mario Pilato Blat of Spain purchase Concentrated Colemanite from
M/s. Etimaden on which further processing such as drying, grinding etc. is
carried out before supplying it to the Noticee.
The subject product is a refined boron concentrate which is ready to use in
the process of manufacture in specific industries.

Further, the Noticee had hidden certain material facts from the Department which
came to light when DRI booked a case against M/s. Indo Borax and Chemicals
Ltd., Mumbai who imported 'Ulexite Concentrated Granular' (supplied by M/s.
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Etimaden, Turkey) declaring it as'Ulexite Boron Ore'. CHA of M/s lndo Borax
and Chemicals Ltd vide letter dated 03.07.2020 submitted copies of import
documents of M/s lndo Borax which included the test report of 'ULEXITE'
supplied by M/s Etimaden, Turkey showing the description of the goods supplied
as "Ulexite, Concenrated, Granular, ln Bulk 3_125mm". Similar test reports in
respect of goods imported by the Noticee may also have been supplied by M/s.
Etimaden, Turkey. However, no such test report of the producer M/s Etimaden
had been disclosed by the Noticee in present case through e-sanchit
portal/Customs Department. Therefore, the Noticee despite knowing that the
goods declared as 'Boron Ore(Colemanite-44)' imported by them were in fact
'Ore Concentrate', wrongly claimed and availed the exemption benefit of the
above mentioned Notifications which was available only to Boron Ore. By the
aforesaid acts of willful mis statement and suppression of facts, the Noticee M/s.
Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt.Ltd. had short-paid the applicable Customs Duty
and other allied duties/taxes by way of deliberate mis-representation, willful misstatement and suppression of facts in order to evade the differential Duty leading
to revenue loss to the Government Exchequer. lt was therefore very much
apparent that it was not the case where Noticee was not aware of the nature and
appropriate description of the goods. However, the Noticee had willfully misdeclared the description of the goods as 'Boron Ore (Colemanite-44)' to evade
payment of due Custom Duty by wrongly claiming the benefit of Customs
Notification No.1212012 dated 17-3-2012(Sr.No.113) and No. 5012017 daled
30.06.2017 (Serial No. 130), paying NIL BCD, as the said goods appeared to be
'Concentrates of Boron Ore' instead of 'Boron Ore'. This is therefore, not an
issue of law as contented by the Noticee but willful mis-statement on their part.
Hence, lfind that the provisions of Section 28$) ol the Customs Act, 1962 for
invoking extended period to demand the evaded Duty are clearly attracted in this
case. The differential duties on imports are liable to be demanded and recovered
from them under Section 28$) ol the Customs Act, 1962 along with applicable
interest under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962. Hence, none of the
judgements relied upon by the Noticee are applicable in the instant case.
(8) The Noticee has further contended that the contention in the Show Cause Notice
that the goods were liable to confiscation on the ground that they had allegedly
mis-declared the same and/or allegedly claimed wrong exemption, was totally
unsustainable in law. The goods had been correctly described in the Bills of Entry

and there was no mis-declaration as regards the description, value or other
particulars of the goods. As submitted herein above the mere claiming of an
allegedly incorrect classification or Notification does not attract the provisions of
Section 111(m) of the Customs Act 1962. Section 111(m) was attracted only
where the goods do not correspond to any particular mentioned in the Bill of
Entry and claiming of a particular classification or Exemption Notification was not
a statement of any particular of the goods. The submissions made earlier are
reiterated and also the reliance on judgments referred to above are reiterated.

ln this regard, I find that Section 111(m) of the Customs Act covers 'any goods
which does not correspond in respect of value or in any other particular with the
entry made under this Act. Here, I find that the goods imported by the Noticee i.e.
'Concentrates of Natural Calcium Borate" or 'Concentrates of Boron Ore'does
not correspond to the entries of Sr.No.113 of Notification No.1212012-Cus dated
17-3-2012 and Sr.No.130 of Notification No.50i2017-Cus dated 30-6-20"17 which
is only available to 'Boron Ores'. Further, this is not a mere claiming of an
allegedly incorrect classification or Notificatron but willful mis-statement on the
part of the Noticee, knowing fully well that the goods that they imported was not
eligible for the exemption from Basic Customs Duty under the aforementioned
entries of the relevant Notifications. ln view of the above facts, the goods
imported by the Noticee are liable for confiscation as per the provisions of
Section 1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1 962.
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(9) The Noticee has further submitted that since as explained above there had been
no collusion, wilful mis-statement, suppression of facts or false declaration, no
penalty can be imposed under Section 1144 and Section 'l 14AA of the Customs
Act 1962. Further, since as explained above, the goods were not liable to
confiscation under Section 1 1 1 (m) of the Customs Act 1962, no penalty could be
imposed under Section 112 (a) and (b) or Section 117 of the Customs Act 1962.

It was settled law as laid down in the following judgments that claiming of a
particular classification or Notification with which the Department does not agree
does not justify imposition of penalty:
C. Natwa al E Co Vs CC-2012-TIOL-2171-CESTAT-MUM
S. Rajiv & Co. VS CC - 2014 (302) ELI 412
Kores (lndia) Ltd. 2019(5)TMl 922.

Accordingly, no penalty was liable to be imposed on them or their Managing
Director, Rajkumar Surana.
ln this regard, I find that wilful mis-statement and suppression of facts on the part
of the Noticee have already been discussed in detail in the foregoing paras.
However, I partly agree with the Noticee to the extent that: (i) penalties under
Section 112(a) and (b) as well as Section '1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 are
not imposable on the Noticee and (ii) penalty under Section 1 14AA is not
imposable on Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of the Noticee and the
reasons for the same have already been discussed in the foregoing paras.
(1o)The Noticee has contended that some of the Bills of Entry were assessed by the
'proper officer of Customs' who accepted the said claim for exemption and
allowed clearance with the benefit of the said exemption, that in respect of the
self-assessed Bills of Entry, the proper officer of Customs did not disagree with
their claim for the said exemptlon and the goods were allowed clearance with the
benefit of the said exemption and merely because the Department subsequently
entertains a different view on the scope of the Notification cannot justify the
invoking of the larger period of limitation.

ln this regard, I find that the Noticee have declared the partial description of the
goods in the Bill of Entry in as much as they declared the goods as'Boron Ore'
instead of 'Concentrate of Boron Ore'. Declaration of partial description of the
goods is akin to suppression of the correct description of goods. By no figment of
imagination it can be said that the Noticee was not aware about the entire
technical specifications of the goods that he has purchased. However, the
Noticee has opted to present only a part of the information in their declaration.
The Department has assessed the Bills of Entry on the basis of such partial
declaration on the part of the Noticee. lt is only owing to the fact that the goods
were sent for analysis to the competent authorities on the subject that the
enhanced contents of B2O3 in the imported goods came to light. The facts that the
imported goods were enriched in contents of BzOg came to light only after
investigations in the matter were initiated. Thus, I find that the wrong description of
the goods is attributable to wilful mis-statement and suppression of material facts
by the Noticee. As regards the aspect of willful mis-statement and suppression of
facts on part of the Noticee as well as the extended period invoked under Section
28(4) of the Customs Act, '1962, the same has already been discussed in the
foregoing paras. ln view of the above discussions, I do not find any merit in the
contention of the Noticee.

41.

ln view of discussions and findings in paras supra, I pass the following order

-:ORDER:(i)

I disallow the benefit of the exemption of Basic Customs Duty (BCD) under (i)
Notification No.1212012-Cus dated 17.03.2012, as amended (Sr. No. 113) (till
30.06.2017) and (ii) Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017, as
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amended(Sr.No.130) (01.07.2017 onwards) to M/s. Nahar Colours &
Coating Pvt. Ltd.,2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra,
Gujarat;

(ii) I

confirm the demand of Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs.
5,'16,41,8381- (Rupees Five Crore Sixteen Lakhs Forty One Thousand
Eight Hundred and Thirty Eight Only) as detailed in Annexures A-1, A-2,
A-3, A-4 & A-5 and consolidated at Annexure-A-6 to the Show Cause
Notice, leviable on Boron Ore Concentrate imported by M/s. Nahar Colours
& Coating Pvt. Ltd., 2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road,
Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat declaring as Boron Ore and order recovery of the
same in terms of the provisions of Section 2B(B) read with Section 2B$) o'f
the Customs Act, 1962;

(iii)

I hold the goods having assessable value of Rs.92,57,19,562/- imported by
M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd.,2, Survey No.'154, Vill: Jolwa,
Dahej Road, Taluka: Vagra, Gujarat by wrongly claiming as Boron Ore as
detailed in Annexures A-1 , A-2, A-3, A-4, & A-5 to the Show Cause Notice
liable to confiscation under Section 1 1 1 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962 and
impose a redemption fine of Rs. 9,25,72,000/- (Rupees Nine Crores,
Twenty Five Lakhs, Seventy Two Thousand only), in lieu of confiscation in
terms of Section 1 25(1) of the Customs Act, 1 962;

(iv)

I order enforcement of the Bond valued at Rs.85,96,434/-(Rupees Eighty
Five Lakhs Ninety Six Thousand Four Hundred and Thirty Four only) and
Security of Rs.15,21,999/- (Fifteen Lakhs Twenty One Thousand Nine
Hundred and Ninety Nine only) submitted for provisional release of the
seized goods weighing 240 MT , imported by M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating
Pvt. Ltd.,2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat
under Bill of Entry No.6525531 dated 18.01.2020, and the same should be
appropriated towards the above redemption Fine;

(v)

I order recovery of interest in terms of the provisions of Section 2BAA of the
Customs Act, 1962 on the above confirmed demand (as at (ii) above) from
M/s. Nahar Colours
Coating Pvt. Ltd.,2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa,
Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat;

&

(vi)

I impose a penalty of Rs. 5,16,41,838/- (Rupees Five Crore Sixteen Lakhs
Forty One Thousand Eight Hundred and Thirty Eight Only) on M/s, Nahar
Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd.,2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road,
Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat under Section 114A of the Customs Act,1962.
However, in view of the first and second proviso to Section 1 14A of the
Customs Act, 1962, if the amount of Customs Duty confirmed and interest

is paid within a period of thirty days from the date of the
communication of this Order, the penalty shall be twenty five percent of the
Duty, subject to the condition that the amount of such reduced penalty is also
paid within the said period of thirty days;

thereon

(vii)

I refrain from imposing any penalty on M/s. Nahar Colours

&

Coating Pvt.

Ltd.,2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat under
Section 112(a) & (b) of the Customs Act,1 962;

(viii)

I refrain from imposing any penalty on M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt.
Ltd.,2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat under
Section 114AA of the Customs Act,1962;

(ix) I impose a penalty of Rs.2,00,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs only) on M/s.
Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd.,2, Survey No,154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej
Road, Taluka: Vagra, Gujarat under Section 117 of the Customs Act,1962;
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(x)

I order vacating of the protest lodged by M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt.
Ltd., 2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat and
order appropriation of the Customs Duty of Rs.1,22,05,123/- (Rupees One
Crore Twenty Two Lakhs Five Thousand One Hundred and Twenty
Three only) paid under protest towards the above confirmed demand;

(xi)

I impose a penalty of Rs.51,64,200/- (Rupees Fifty One Lakhs Sixty Four
Thousand, Two Hundred only) on Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing
Director of M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd., 2, Survey No.1 54, Vill:
Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat under Section 112(a)(ii) of the
Customs Act, 1962. However, in view of the proviso to Section 112(ii) of the
Customs Act, 1962, if the amount of Customs Duty confirmed and interest
thereon is paid within a period of thirty days from the date of the
communication of this Order, the penalty shall be twenty five percent of the
penalty determined above;

(xii)

I refrain from imposing any penalty on Shri Rajkumar Surana, Managing

Director of M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating Pvt. Ltd., 2, Survey No.154, Vill:
Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat under Section 114AA of the
Customs Act, 1962;

(xiii) limpose a

penalty of Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh only) on Shri
Rajkumar Surana, Managing Director of M/s. Nahar Colours & Coating
Pvt. Ltd.,2, Survey No.154, Vill: Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka:Vagra, Gujarat
under Section 1'17 of the Customs Act, 1962

/
(Lalit Prasad)
Commissioner
DIN-202201 7l MN000000FDB4
BY Speed Post /Hand Delivery
F. No. Vll l/1 0-30/Pr.Commr/O &N2020-21

Date:25.01 .2022

To,

1.

M/s. Nahar Colours and Coating Pvt. Ltd.,

2, Survey No. 154, Village- Jolwa, Dahej Road, Taluka- Vagra, Gujarat-394305
(Registered office at NCCL House, G-1,90-93, Sukher lndustrial Park, Udaipur313004);

2.

Shri Rajkumar Surana,
Managing Director of M/s Nahar Colours and Coating Pvt Ltd,
Regd. office:NCCL House, G-1, 90-93, Sukher lndustrial Park, Udaipur-313004

Copy to:-

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Customs Zone, Ahmedabad.
The Additional Commissioner, Customs, TRC, HQ, Ahmedabad.
The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, ICD Ankleshwar, Ankleshwar.
The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, SllB, Surat.
The Superintendent, System, Customs, HQ (in PDF format) for uploading the order
on the website of Ahmedabad Customs Commissionerate.
Guard File
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